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ABSTRACT 

The classical continuum theory is not capable of predicting failure without an external 

crack growth criteria and treats the interface having zero thickness.  Alternatively, a 

nonlocal continuum theory referred to as peridynamic theory eliminates these 

shortcomings by utilizing formulation that uses displacements, rather than derivatives of 

displacements, and including material failure in its constitutive relations through the 

response functions. This study presents a new response function as part of the 

peridynamic theory to include thermal loading. Furthermore, an efficient numerical 

algorithm is presented for solution of peridynamic equations.  Solution method relies on 

the discretization of peridynamic equations at collocation points resulting in a set of 

ordinary differential equations with respect to time.  These differential equations are then 

integrated using explicit methods. In order to improve numerical efficiency of the 

computations, spatial partitioning is introduced through uniform grids as arrays of linked 

lists.  Furthermore, the domain of interest is divided into subunits each of which is 

assigned to a specific processor to utilize parallel processing using OpenMP.  In order to 

obtain the static solutions, the adaptive dynamic relaxation method is developed for the 

solution of peridynamic equations. Furthermore, an approach to couple peridynamic 

theory and finite element analysis is introduced to take advantage of their salient features.  

The regions in which failure is expected are modeled using peridynamics while the 

remaining regions are modeled utilizing finite element method.  Finally, the present 

solution method is utilized for damage prediction of many problems subjected to 

mechanical, thermal and buckling loads. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Fracture phenomenon is one of the most fascinating processes in physical sciences. A 

wide variety of mechanisms might play important roles: grain boundaries, microcracks, 

dislocations, anisotropies, etc. Hence, fracture mechanics incorporates many different 

physical processes from brittle to ductile fracture and fatigue. Ever since the pioneering 

study by Griffith (1921), many investigations were performed to explain fracture 

processes and different criterions were developed to predict the onset of crack growth. 

However, many experiments indicated that materials with smaller cracks exhibit higher 

fracture resistance than those with larger cracks, and yet the solutions utilizing the 

classical continuum theory are independent of the crack size (Eringen et al. 1977). In the 

realm of the classical (local) continuum theory, a point in a continuum is influenced by 

the points that are located infinitesimally small distances away from it. Hence, there is 

not any internal length parameter distinguishing the different length scales. Furthermore, 

the classical continuum theory predicts no dispersion while experiments show otherwise 

for propagations of elastic plane waves with short wavelengths in elastic solids (Eringen, 

1972a). 

Moreover, the equations of motion in classical continuum mechanics take the form of 

differential equations that involve the spatial displacement derivatives; however, these 

derivatives are undefined when the displacements are discontinuous, such as across 

cracks or interfaces. Therefore, the solutions of classical continuum mechanics forecast 

infinite stresses at the crack tips as initially shown by Griffith (1921). Therefore, the 
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damage is treated separately by introducing external criterion that is not part of the 

equations of the classical continuum mechanics. Furthermore, the displacement field may 

be continuous prior to damage initiation but it is discontinues during damage 

propagation.  Hence, the damage initiation and propagation need to be treated differently 

in the realm of the classical continuum mechanics. 

Although the classical continuum theory is incapable of distinguishing dissimilarities in 

different scales, it can capture certain fracture phenomenon and can be applied to a wide 

range of engineering problems especially by employing the finite element method. The 

finite element method is robust in particular for determining stress fields and it is also 

exceptionally suitable for modeling structures possessing complex geometries and 

different materials. Hence, numerous studies have been performed to improve the 

shortcomings of the classical continuum theory.  In particular, the cohesive zone concept 

introduced by Dugdale (1960) and Barenblatt (1962) have become prevalent among 

many other fracture criteria.  However, the major breakthrough in computational fracture 

mechanics came with the introduction of cohesive zone elements by Camacho and Ortiz 

(1996) and Xu and Needleman (1996).  In this method, cohesive zone elements as 

interelements are placed in between each pair of neighboring elements in the mesh (Moës 

and Belytschko, 2002). Cohesive elements permit the possibility of surviving tractions 

across the fracture surfaces after the crack propagation. The cracks can follow any path 

along the intersections of neighboring elements during the simulation. Hence, the 

interelement method removed the restriction of having pre-determined crack path. 

However, the crack path is highly sensitive to mesh texture and alignment (Klein et al, 
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2001). The cohesive zone models consist of discrete surface elements inserted between 

continuum regions. Hence, material response exhibits characteristics of both regular and 

cohesive zone elements although the cohesive elements are only introduced to produce 

fracture behavior. Number of cohesive elements increase with decreasing mesh size yet, 

the size of continuum regions remains the same. Hence, softening of material properties 

can be observed with decreasing mesh size. Furthermore, mesh texture produce 

anisotropy. 

Alternatively, the intraelement procedure for cohesive crack growth incorporates a 

discontinuous mode at the element level and this method can be used to model crack and 

shear band propagation. The use of embedded discontinuous modes does not require 

remeshing but stability issues need to be considered in these methods (Moës and 

Belytschko, 2002). Furthermore, a comparative study for finite element method with 

embedded discontinuous modes can be found in the study by Jirásek (2000).  

In effort to resolve these difficulties, extended finite element method has been recently 

introduced by Belytschko and Black (1999) and Moës et. al (1999).  It permits the cracks 

to propagate on any surface within an element, rather than only along element boundaries 

that removes limitations of cohesive zone elements on the admissible directions of new 

fracture surfaces. The extended finite element method exploits the partition of unity 

property of finite elements (Melenk and Babuska, 1996).  In this method, the solution 

space is enriched by a priori knowledge about the behavior of the solution near any 

discontinuity and the additional number of degrees of freedom is minimized since the 
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enrichment only includes the nodes that belong to the elements cut by cracks (Zi et al., 

2007). According to Zi et al. (2007), the elements, adjacent to the element in which the 

crack tip is positioned, are partially enriched and the partition of unity does not hold for 

them. Hence, the solution becomes inaccurate in the blending region.  

The difficulties encountered in the methods utilizing the classical continuum mechanics 

can be overcome by performing molecular dynamics simulations or atomic lattice 

models. The atomistic simulation is certainly the most detailed and realistic one for 

predicting material fracture (Schlangen and van Mier, 1992). The crack initiation and 

propagation can be simulated using the interatomic forces. However, atomistic studies 

have been focused on providing fundamental understanding of underlying basic physical 

processes of dynamic fracture instead of being predictive (Cox et al, 2005). The reason 

for limited focus stems from the availability of computational resources. In recent years, 

large scale molecular dynamics simulations certainly have become possible with 

advancements in computer architectures. For instance, Kadau et al. (2006) performed 

simulations using 320 billion atoms, corresponding to a cubic piece of solid copper with 

an edge length of 1.56 μm. However, these length scales are still very small for real-life 

engineering structures. Furthermore, atomistic simulations suffer from the strict 

limitation on the total time since time step size is very small. Hence, most simulations are 

performed under very high loading rates and it is not very clear if the fracture processes 

at artificially high rates resulting in high stresses are representative of events happening 

at lower rates.  
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Inspired from atomistic lattice models, lattice spring models eliminate the inadequacy of 

the atomistic simulations for large scale structures by representing materials with discrete 

units interacting through springs, or, more generally, rheological elements (Ostoja-

Starzewski, 2002). The interactions among the lattice points can be short range by 

including nearest neighbors or long rage (nonlocal) by containing neighbors beyond the 

nearest ones. Furthermore, lattice sites can be periodic or disordered and there are many 

different periodic lattices: triangular, square, honeycomb etc. However, periodic lattices 

exhibit directional dependence on the elastic properties. Furthermore, the interaction 

force for one lattice type can not easily be utilized for another type and it is also not clear 

which lattice type is best suited for a specific problem.  

Hence, it is clear that the atomistic simulations are insufficient to model fracture 

processes in real-life structures. Moreover, the experiments of physicists have revealed 

that cohesive forces reach finite distances among atoms, yet the classical continuum 

theory lacks an internal length parameter permitting modeling at different length scales. 

Hence, the classical continuum theory is valid only for very long wavelengths Eringen 

(1972a). Therefore, Eringen and Edelen (1972), Kroner (1967), and Kunin (1982) 

introduced the nonlocal continuum theory in an effort to account for the long-range 

effects.  The nonlocal theory of continuous media establishes the connection between 

classical continuum mechanics and molecular dynamics.  The relationship between the 

local and nonlocal continuum models and the molecular dynamics model is illustrated in 

Fig. 1.1. According to the results by Eringen (1972b), nonlocal theory is capable of 

investigating large range of wavelengths from the classical continuum limit to atomic 
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scales. Because the nonlocal theory still assumes the media is a continuum, it is 

computationally less demanding than the molecular dynamics while taking into account 

the long-range effects.  
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Figure 1.1. Relationship among scales.  

Because of the nonlocal nature of the theory, Eringen and Kim (1974a,b) showed that the 

stress field ahead of the crack tip is bounded as the crack tip is approached 

asymptotically, rather than unbounded as predicted by the classical continuum theory. 

Later, Ari and Eringen (1983) showed that the analysis results of a Griffith crack using 

nonlocal elasticity are in agreement with the lattice model given by Elliot (1947).  

Eringen and Kim (1974a) suggested a natural fracture criterion by equating maximum 

stress to the cohesive stress that holds atomic bonds together.  This criterion can be 

applied everywhere in continuous media without distinguishing discontinuities.  

Although their nonlocal continuum theory leads to finite stresses at the crack tips, the 
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derivatives of the displacement field retained in the formulation have discontinuities 

arising from the presence of cracks.  

Another type of nonlocal theory, introduced by Kunin (1982), Kunin (1983) and Rogula 

(1982), circumvents this difficulty because it uses displacement fields rather than their 

derivatives.  However, it is only given for a one-dimensional medium by Kunin (1982) 

and Rogula (1982).  Kunin (1983) derived three-dimensional nonlocal model by 

approximating discrete periodic lattice structure as continuous media. More recently, 

Silling (2000) independently reintroduced a nonlocal theory that does not require spatial 

derivatives—the peridynamic theory. Compared to the previous nonlocal theory by 

Kunin (1982) and Rogula (1982), the peridynamic theory is more general because it 

considers two- and three-dimensional media in addition to the one-dimensional medium.  

In contrast to nonlocal theory by Kunin (1983), peridynamic theory provides nonlinear 

material response with respect to displacements. Furthermore, material response includes 

damage in peridynamic theory.  

The main difference between the peridynamic theory and classical continuum mechanics 

is that the former is formulated using integral equations as opposed to derivatives of the 

displacement components. This feature allows damage initiation and propagation at 

multiple sites with arbitrary paths inside the material without resorting to special crack 

growth criteria. In the peridynamic theory, internal forces are expressed through nonlocal 

interactions between pairs of material points within a continuous body, and damage is a 

part of the constitutive model. Interfaces between dissimilar materials have their own 
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properties and damage can propagate when and where it is energetically favorable for it 

to do so. 

The peridynamic theory has been utilized successfully for damage prediction of many 

problems. Silling (2003) considered Kalthoff-Winkler experiment in which a plate having 

two parallel notches hit by impactor and peridynamic simulations successfully captured 

angle of crack growth that is observed in the experiments. Later, impact damage was 

predicted using peridynamics by Silling and Askari (2004 and 2005). Silling and Askari 

(2005) also considered a plate with a center crack to show convergence of their numerical 

method.  Peridynamic theory was applied to damage analysis of plain and reinforced 

concrete structures by Gerstle and Sau (2004). Futhermore, a new constitutive model was 

introduced for tearing and stretching of rubbery materials by Silling and Bobaru (2005). 

Using this model, Silling and Bobaru (2005) predicted oscillatory crack path when a 

blunt tool was forced through a membrane. The peridynamic theory was also applied 

successfully by Askari et al.(2006) and Colavito et al.(2007a) to predict damage in 

laminated composites subjected to low-velocity impact. Colavito et al.(2007b) used 

peridynamic theory for damage prediction of woven composites subjected to static 

indentation. Furthermore, Xu et al. (2007) and Kilic et al. (2008) considered notched 

laminated composites under biaxial loads.  

Based on the forgoing discussion, it is evident that peridynamic theory is promising for 

linking different length scales. Furthermore, damage prediction in peridynamic theory is 

more realistic than the methods utilizing the classical continuum theory since the 
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peridynamic theory considers material failure as a part of the material response without 

resorting to any external damage criterion. However, the peridynamic theory is relatively 

a new, and that requires more investigations. Hence, this study introduces improvements 

for the peridynamic theory concerning material response and numerical solution method.  

Chapter 2 provides the fundamentals of the peridynamic theory and introduces a new 

material model to include thermo-mechanical loadings. The derivation of the material 

model is based on equating the strain energy density of classical continuum theory to its 

corresponding energy in peridynamics theory under thermo-mechanical loading.  

Chapter 3 focuses on the numerical solution of the peridynamic equations in which an 

efficient numerical algorithm is presented. In the solution method, the domain of interest 

can be discretized into arbitrary shaped subdomains in which collocation points are 

placed based on the desired the Gaussian integration formulae.  The peridynamic 

equations of motion are then reduced to a system of discrete nonlinear ordinary 

differential equations by evaluating at the collocation points. Furthermore, the numerical 

efficiency is increased by introducing spatial partitioning through uniform grids as arrays 

of linked lists as described by Ericson (2005).  Parallel processing is utilized to further 

enhance the algorithm by applying binary space decomposition described by Berger and 

Bokhari (1987).  Finally, an explicit time integration is performed to obtain dynamic 

solution of peridynamic equation.  However, the nature of explicit time integration 

necessitates utilization of small time steps and it becomes difficult to obtain solutions to 

the problems subjected to static or quasi-static conditions. Therefore, Chapter 3 presents 
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an extension of the adaptive dynamic relaxation method introduced by Underwood 

(1983) to include the peridynamic theory. Finally, the effectiveness of the present 

solution method is demonstrated by considering various benchmark problems subjected 

to mechanical loadings and the validity of the peridynamic predictions using the new 

material model is established with the comparison against finite element results for both 

small and large deformations.  

Chapter 4 provides a modeling approach for the unidirectional composite materials 

because the assumption of lamina homogeneity is questionable when predicting failure, 

though it is suitable for stress analysis. Matrix cracking, fiber breakage, and delamination 

are inherent to the inhomogeneous nature of the composite, thus the assumption of 

material homogeneity taints the failure prediction. It is, therefore, essential that the 

inhomogeneous nature of the composites must be retained in the analysis in order to 

predict the correct failure modes. Hence, this study considers distinct properties of the 

fiber and matrix and their volume fractions and fiber orientations while modeling 

composite laminates. The peridynamic theory is employed to predict the damage in 

center-cracked laminates with different fiber orientations. The predictions from the 

peridynamic analysis compared against the experimental observations published in the 

literature. 

In Chapter 5, numerical solutions of various problems are presented to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the new material model for thermo-mechanical loadings. Moreover, the 

adaptive dynamic relaxation method is utilized during the simulation of these problems. 
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Hence, its convergence for thermal problems is established by solving bimaterial strip 

subjected to uniform temperature.  Subsequently, the displacement fields are compared 

against finite element results obtained using ANSYS, commercially available software 

package for problems subjected to thermal loads. Furthermore, it is shown through 

numerical simulations that the peridynamic theory can be used to predict failure even if 

the damage pattern is three-dimensional and the direction of the crack growth is not 

known in advance.  

Motivated by the simple experimental investigation of Yuse and Sano (1993), the 

peridynamic theory is applied to simulate the controlled crack growth in quenched glass 

plates in Chapter 6. In this experiment, a thin glass plate is placed between the oven and 

the water bath kept at different temperatures and it is moved from oven into water bath at 

a constant velocity.  By placing initial cracks on the bottom of the glass plate, Yuse and 

Sano (1993) obtained crack propagation speeds near the plate velocity. In peridynamic 

simulations, the plates containing single and multiple initial cracks are considered to 

determine the effects of peridynamic and experimental parameters and the numerical 

results are compared against the experimental findings in the literature. 

In Chapter 7, peridynamic theory is applied to determine the critical loads for structural 

stability of basic components such a column and a plate.  The first set of problems 

involve rectangular columns under compression. The effects of the cross-section area and 

boundary conditions are investigated and these results are compared against Euler beam 

predictions.  Finally, the second set of problems, involving rectangular plates under 
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uniform temperature load, are also considered to determine the effect of the plate 

dimensions and material properties on critical buckling temperature. 

Although peridynamic theory is very promising for damage prediction, it is 

computationally more demanding as compared to finite element method. Furthermore, 

finite element is very effective for modeling problems without damage. Hence, Chapter 8 

presents the coupling between peridynamic theory and finite element method to combine 

the advantages of both methods. Hence, the regions involving failure modeled using the 

peridynamic theory while the finite element method is utilized for the regions without 

failure. The coupling introduces an overlap region in which both peridynamic and finite 

element equations are used and the coupling method is also demonstrated with numerical 

simulations. Finally, this study presents final remarks and suggestions for future work 

related to the peridynamic theory in Chapter 9.  
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2. PERIDYNAMIC THEORY 

2.1. Introduction 

The peridynamic theory is concerned with the physics of a material body at a material 

point that interacts with all points within its range as shown in Fig. 2.1. As in the classical 

(local) continuum theory, the material points of a body are continuous, as opposed to 

discrete in the case of molecular dynamics. However, the main difference between the 

peridynamic- and continuum-based methods is that it is formulated using integral 

equations, as opposed to partial differential equations that include derivatives of the 

displacement components. Displacement derivatives do not appear in peridynamic 

equations, which allow the peridynamic formulation to hold everywhere whether or not 

displacement discontinuities are present. The peridynamic equation of motion at a 

reference configuration of x  and time t  is given as 

( )
2

2 ( , ), ( , ), , , ( , )
R

dV t t t t
t

ρ ′
∂ ′ ′= +
∂ ∫ x

u f u x u x x x b x  (2.1) 

where R  is the domain of integration, and dV ′x  is the integration variable that indicates 

infinitesimal domain located at point ′x , u  is the displacement vector field, b  is a 

prescribed body-force density field, ρ  is the mass density, and f is the response function 

which is defined as the force vector per unit volume squared that the material point at ′x  

exerts on the material point at x .   
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Figure 2.1. Pairwise interaction of a material point with its neighboring points. 

The integral equations represent a distinct mathematical system that is not derivable from 

the classical partial differential equations (PDEs). The forces within the material are 

treated through interactions between pairs of material points in the continuum. The 

deformed position of a given material point is determined by the summation of forces 

between itself and all other material points with which it interacts.   
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2.2. Response Function 

The material points interact with each other directly through the prescribed response 

function, which contains all of the constitutive information associated with the material. 

However, the response functions must obey the linear and angular admissibility 

conditions which are examined in detail by Silling (2000).  The linear admissibility 

condition arises from Newton’s third law and can be expressed as 

( , ) ( , ) ,− − = − ∀f η ξ f η ξ η ξ  (2.2) 

in which the relative position in reference configuration ξ  can be expressed as ′= −ξ x x  

and the relative displacement η  is given as ′= −η u u  as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.  The 

angular admissibility condition comes from the conservation of angular momentum and 

can be written as 

( ) ( , ) 0 ,+ × − − = ∀η ξ f η ξ η ξ . (2.3) 

Any function satisfying the admissibility conditions is a valid response function.  

Therefore, response functions are not restricted to be linear that makes the peridynamic 

equation of motion given by Eq. (2.1) be valid for both linear and nonlinear analysis.  

However, response functions appearing in the literature and in this study assume pairwise 

interactions which limits Poisson’s ratio to be 0.25.   
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Figure 2.2. The positions of two material points in the initial and deformed states. 

The classical theory of elasticity can be thought of as the limiting case of the peridynamic 

theory as showed by Silling et al. (2003).  They considered one dimensional peridynamic 

equation which can be expressed as 

( )
2

2

( , ) ,u x t dx f
t

ρ η ξ
∞

−∞

∂ ′=
∂ ∫  (2.4) 

in which the relative position in reference configuration ξ  can be expressed as x xξ ′= −  

and the relative displacement η  is given as ( , ) ( , )u x t u x tη ′= −  and the one dimensional 

response function f  can be written as 
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( )2 df
d
δ ξησ

ξ ξ
⎛ ⎞

= − ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (2.5) 

where ( )σ ⋅  is a continuously differentiable function on ( , )−∞ ∞ , δ̂  is a generalized 

function that represents Dirac delta function when parameter  asymptotically 

approaches zero as showed in Fig. 2.3.  By substituting Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.4), the 

peridynamic theory can be reduced to the classical theory of elasticity as 

2

2 0

0

2

20

( )( , ) 2 lim

( )( , ) ( , )2 lim

( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( )2 lim

du x t dx
t d

du x t u x td
d

d u x t u x t d du dx d u d
d du dx dxξ

δ ξηρ σ
ξ ξ

δ ξξξ σ
ξ ξ

ξ σ σ εσ
ξ ξ

∞

→
−∞

∞

→
−∞

→

⎛ ⎞∂ ′= − ⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞+ −
= − ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞+ −

= = =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∫

∫  (2.6) 

in which σ  and ε  denote stress and strain fields, respectively. Thus, the subscript  in 

Eq. (2.5) represents a length-scale and the theory of elasticity can be recovered from the 

peridynamic theory in the limit of vanishing length-scale .  Therefore, the parameter  

is called the internal length hereafter.  In the other limiting case, when the internal length 

approaches atomic distance, it was shown by Silling and Bobaru (2005) that van der 

Waals forces can be used as the response function to model nano-scale structures and the 

response function representing van der Waals forces can be expressed as 

( )
13 7

12 6, , ,f α β⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞+′ ′ = − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟+ + +⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

ξ ηu u x x
ξ η ξ η ξ η

 (2.7) 
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where α  and β  are positive constants.   
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Figure 2.3. Generalized function representing Dirac delta function.  

All material-specific information is contained in the response function that relates the 

dependence of the interparticle force on reference positions and displacements of any 

material point pairs.  For example, Silling and Askari (2005) suggested the response 

function as 

4

18( , ) ( , ) for
( , )

for

kt sμ δ
πδ

δ

+⎧ ≤⎪ += ⎨
⎪ >⎩

ξ η ξ ξ η ξ
ξ ηf η ξ
0 ξ

 (2.8) 

in which ( , )s ξ η  is the stretch that is defined as 
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( , )s
+ −

=
ξ η ξ

ξ η
ξ

 (2.9) 

and it is the ratio of the change in distance to initial distance between points ′x  and x. 

The parameter δ  determines range of interaction between material points and is called 

horizon by Silling and Askari (2005).  The function ( , )tμ ξ  is a history-dependent scalar-

valued function which can be expressed as 

01 if ( , )  for all 0
( , )

0 otherwise                             
s t s t t

tμ
′ ′< ≤ ≤⎧

= ⎨
⎩

ξ
ξ  (2.10) 

where 0s  is the critical stretch for failure as shown in Fig. 2.4.  Therefore, damage is 

treated as part of the constitutive model through irreversible breakage of interactions.  

During the solution process, the displacement of each material point as well as the 

stretches between pairs of material points are computed and monitored.  When the elastic 

stretch between two points exceeds the critical stretch, 0s , failure occurs, and these two 

points cease to interact with each other. Thus, damage in the material is simulated in a 

much more realistic manner compared to the classical continuum-based methods. The 

broken interactions may align themselves along surfaces that form cracks and the 

deformation is discontinuous across such a crack, yet the integral equations continue to 

remain valid.  As described by Silling and Askari (2005), introduction of failure at 

interaction level leads to an unambiguous notion of local damage at a point, which is 

given as 
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( ), 1 ( , )t dV t dVϕ μ′ ′= − ∫ ∫x xx ξ
R R

 (2.11) 

in which R  represents spherical volume with the radius of δ  and the center of sphere is 

located at x.  Thus, the local damage at a point is the ratio of amount of broken 

interactions to total amount of interactions as shown in Fig. 2.5.   
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Figure 2.4. Interaction failure based on critical stretch.  

 

Figure 2.5. Damaged and undamaged regions for a point. 
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The response function given in Eq. (2.8) is suitable at the macro-scale.  The response 

function is linearly dependent on the stretch as shown in Fig. 2.4.  The stretch can be 

interpreted as the strain in the classical continuum theory.  However, the forces acting 

among bodies decrease with increasing distances in real life problems and examples of 

such forces can be atomic interactions, gravity and Lorentz force.  Regardless of the 

distance among interacting points, the response function given in Eq. (2.8) assumes that 

the interaction force remains the same for a constant stretch. Hence, a new response 

function is proposed to include the effects of thermal loading and the distance between 

the points as 

( ) ( )
2

1 2( , ) e c s c θ−+
= +

+
ξξ ηf η ξ

ξ η
 (2.12) 

in which θ  is the temperature difference between instantaneous and reference 

temperatures between material points ′x  and x.  The material constants 1c  and 2c  are yet 

to be determined by equating the peridynamic internal energy to that of the classical 

elasticity theory.  This response function includes a normal distribution which allows 

forces to decrease with increasing distance between the pair of material points.  Although 

different distributions, such as Cauchy, Gamma, etc., can also be used in the definition of 

response functions, normal distribution is considered herein because Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution gives normal distribution in continuum limit, and most physical systems 

obeys Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in statistical mechanics.  The internal length, , 

is the measure of nonlocal behavior. The locality of interactions depends on the internal 
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length  and interactions become more local with decreasing internal length as shown in 

Fig. 2.6.  
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Figure 2.6. Effect of internal length. 

The response function given in Eq. (2.12) is also appropriate for a material behavior at 

the macro-scale. Hence, this response function is also linearly dependent on the stretch as 

shown in Fig. 2.7.  The response function given in Eq. (2.12) is applicable only to 

pairwise interactions to simplify the complications arising from the interaction of multi-

material points.  In the classical theory of elasticity, isotropic materials have two 

independent material constants: the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio.  However, the 

assumption of pairwise interaction defines the value of Poisson’s ratio to 0.25. 
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Figure 2.7. Bond force as a function of stretch. 

 

2.2.1. Derivation of the Response Function 

As explained by Silling and Askari (2005), a microelastic material model can be derived 

from the strain energy density function which is related to classical theory of elasticity.  

The energy density in the body at a given point can be written as 

1 ( , )
2 R

W dV w= ∫ ξ η ξ . (2.13) 

in which ( , )w η ξ  represents the micropotential which can be related to the response 

function as suggested by Silling and Askari, (2005) in the form 

( , ) ( , ), ,w∂
= ∀
∂

f η ξ η ξ η ξ
η

 (2.14) 
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For an isotropic material, the constants 1c  and 2c  in Eq. (2.12) can be determined by 

considering an infinite homogeneous body under isotropic extension as suggested by 

Silling and Askari (2005).  In other words, the stretch, s  is constant for all ξ , and s=η ξ  

as shown in Fig. 2.8.  The body is also subjected to constant temperature change, θ .   

��s�

�

 

Figure 2.8. Isotropic extension of homogeneous body.  

Under this prescribed loading, the response function given in Eq. (2.12) can be reduced 

by using s=η ξ  to  

( ) ( )2
1 2( , ) /c c e ξη ξ θ −= +

ξf η ξ
ξ

. (2.15) 

Thus, the micropotential can be expressed in the form 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 22 2
1 2 1 22 2w c c e c s c s eξ ξη ξ θη ξ θ ξ− −= + = +  (2.16) 

By inserting micropotential in Eq. (2.16) into Eq. (2.13), the final form of energy density 

can be derived as 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 22 2 2
1 2 1 2

0

2
4 1

2

1 12 4 2
2 2

2

W dV c s c s e d c s c s e

c s c s

ξ ξξ θ ξ ξ πξ ξ θ ξ

π θ

∞
− −= + = +

⎛ ⎞
= +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

∫ ∫
x

ξ
H  (2.17) 

The strain energy density in classical continuum theory can be written in the form 

( )( ) ( )0
1( ) 3 2
2 ij km ik jm im jk ij km iiW W θ λδ δ μ δ δ δ δ ε ε α λ μ ε θ= + + + − +  (2.18) 

where α  is the coefficient of thermal expansion.  For the same loading conditions, the 

strain energy density can be simplified as 

( )( ) ( )2 23 3 2 2 9 2W s s k s sλ μ αθ αθ= + − = −  (2.19) 

in which k is the bulk modulus of the material that can be expressed in terms of elastic 

modulus, E and Poisson’s ratio, υ  as 

( )3 1 2
Ek
υ

=
−

 (2.20) 

By equating the energy densities of peridynamic and classical continuum theory, the 

unknown material constants can be determined as 

1 4

9kc
π

= , 2 1c cα= −  (2.21) 
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Therefore, the response function can be rewritten by substituting 1c  and 2c  in Eq. (2.12) 

as  

( ) ( )
2

4

9( , ) k e s αθ
π

−+
= −

+
ξξ ηf η ξ

ξ η
 (2.22) 

 

2.2.2. Damage  

Failure of interactions or damage can be achieved by using a history-dependent scalar-

valued function, ( , )tμ ξ  in the response function leading to 

( ) ( )
2

4

9( , ) ( , ) kt e sμ αθ
π

−+
= −

+
ηf η
η

��
� �

�
 (2.23) 

in which the effect of thermal loading is also included in the function ( , )tμ ξ  by 

extending its definition given in Eq. (2.10) as 

01   if ( , ) for all 0
( , )

0  otherwise                          
s t s t t

t
αθ

μ
′ ′− < < <⎧

= ⎨
⎩

�
�  (2.24) 

in which 0s  is still the critical stretch for failure to occur, as shown in Fig. 2.4. However, 

the failure occurs when the elastic stretch, s αθ− , rather than stretch, s, exceeds the 

critical stretch, 0s . Furthermore, the local damage definition given in Eq. (2.11) cannot be 

utilized for the proposed response function because any pair of material points in the 
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domain of interest interacts with each other regardless of the distance between them.  

Thus, the volume integral needs to be over the whole volume of the domain of interest 

according to Eq. (2.11). For large volumes, the broken interactions of a material point 

represent very small number of all of its existing interactions.  Therefore, the local 

damage at the point will be approximately equal to zero for large volumes since the local 

damage given in Eq. (2.11) is the ratio of the amount of broken interactions to the total 

amount of interactions.  In order to circumvent this shortcoming, weighted local damage 

can be introduced at the material point as 

( )

( )

( )

2

2

( , )
, 1

dV t e
x t

dV e

μ
ϕ

−
′

−
′

= −
∫

∫

x

x

�

�

�
R

R

 (2.25) 

in which R  represents the volume of the domain of interest.   

2.2.3. Damping 

Engineering materials under dynamic conditions exhibit some degree of damping.  

Therefore, it is essential to include the effect of damping in the peridynamic analysis for 

realistic modeling of dynamic problems.  Two different damping models could be 

considered: local damping (dynamic relaxation) and viscous damping.  Local damping 

can be introduced into peridynamic equation of motion through body forces as 

( , ) ( , , , , ) ( , ) ( , )t dV t t c tυρ ′ ′ ′= + −∫u x f u u x x b x u x
R

 (2.26) 
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in which υc  is a positive real constant and u  is the velocity of point located at x .  

However, local damping might cause unphysical effects.  For instance, consider a body 

moving with constant velocity in space. According to Eq. (2.26), this body is subjected to 

damping as a result of non-zero velocity. Therefore, this body comes to full-stop without 

any external loads. Yet, rigid body motion of this body should physically continue 

forever in the absence of external loads. Hence, the local damage should be used 

cautiously for fully dynamic problems.  On the other hand, this method can be quite 

useful for quasi-static problems since dynamic effects play very small role on the 

behavior of the materials. This method is also called as dynamic relaxation in the 

literature and more detailed discussion of this method will be presented in Chapter 3.  

In order to avoid unphysical effects of local damping, the nonlocal viscous damping is 

introduced into the response function as 

( ) ( )
2

4

9( , ) ( , ) kt e s sμ αθ ν
π

−+
= − +

+
ηf η
η

��
� �

�
, (2.27) 

in which ν is the viscous damping coefficient. The parameter s  represents the stretch rate 

which can be obtained by differentiating Eq. (2.9) with respect to time as 

( ). +
=

+
s

η ξ η
ξ ξ η

. (2.28) 
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This damping model is also known as Kelvin-Voigt model for viscoelastic materials. In 

contrast to local damping, the viscous damping model does not cause any damping for a 

body under rigid body motion. 

2.2.4. Selection of the Material Constants 

Because the peridynamic theory is nonlocal, material points interacts across the 

interfaces. Hence, the response function needs to be specified for interactions across the 

interfaces in addition to the response functions for individual materials. Therefore, the 

peridynamic theory is capable of modeling different adhesion strengths of the materials. 

If the domain consists of two dissimilar materials as shown in Fig. 2.9, three different 

interactions need to be specified. Two of these interactions occur between material points 

having the same material, labeled 1 and 2 in Fig. 2.9, and the material properties used by 

the response function are trivially chosen to be that of the material point. In the case of 

interactions across the interface, labeled 3 in Fig. 2.9, the numerical experimentations 

revealed that displacement predictions are insensitive to the properties of the interface 

material if the degree of interactions across the interfaces is much smaller than those 

material points having the same material. When the degree of interactions across the 

interfaces is comparable to those between the material points having the same material, 

the use of the smaller of the bulk moduli of the two materials gives better results.  Hence, 

the response function for interactions across the interface utilizes the material properties 

of the region having the smaller bulk modulus. 
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Figure 2.9. Interactions among material points. 

According to the response function given in Eq. (2.27), a material point interacts with all 

other points within the domain and Eq. (2.1) is solved numerically by using collocation 

method. Hence, the solution of Eq. (2.1) becomes computationally expensive for large 

number of collocation points.  The magnitude of the response function fortunately 

decreases rapidly when the distance between the points increases as shown in Fig. 2.6.  

Thus, the cutoff radius, cr  is introduced to reduce the computation time by limiting the 

interaction range. On the other hand, the internal length, , can not be chosen arbitrarily 

small since numerical simulations showed that discretization size affects the accuracy of 

volume integrals in Eq. (2.1) for a given value of the internal length, . Hence, based on 

the numerical simulations, the internal length, , should be larger than the discretization 

size and the cutoff radius, cr  should be larger than 2.5 times the internal length, . 
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2.3. Boundary Conditions in Peridynamics 

Since peridynamics is a nonlocal theory and its equations of motion utilize integral 

equations as opposed to partial differential equations in the case of the classical 

continuum theory, the application of boundary conditions is also very different from that 

of the classical continuum theory. The difference can be illustrated by considering a body 

that is subjected to mechanical loads. If this body is fictitiously divided into two domains 

−Ω  and +Ω  as shown in Fig. 2.10a, there must be a net force, +F , which is exerted to 

domain +Ω  by domain −Ω  so that force equilibrium is satisfied. According to the 

classical continuum mechanics, force +F  can be determined by integrating surface 

tractions on the cross section area of domains −Ω  and +Ω  as 

dA+

∂Ω

= ∫F T  (2.29) 

in which T is the surface tractions, as shown in Fig. 2.10b. In the case of the peridynamic 

theory, the material points located in domain +Ω  interact with the points in the domain 

−Ω , as show in Fig. 2.10c. Hence, the force densities, L , acting on points in domain +Ω  

must be determined by integrating the response function over the domain −Ω as 

( ) ( )dV
−Ω

′ ′= ∫L x f x, x  (2.30) 

Finally, the force , +F  can be computed by volume integration of these force densities 

(Fig. 2.10d) over domain +Ω  as 
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( ) ( )dV dV dV
+ + −

+

Ω Ω Ω
′ ′= =∫ ∫ ∫F L x f x, x  (2.31) 

Hence, the tractions or point forces cannot be applied as boundary conditions since their 

volume integrations result in a zero value. Therefore, the boundary conditions are applied 

over the volumes as body forces, displacements, and velocities. 

                             
(a)                                                                    (b) 

                             
(c)                                                                    (d) 

Figure 2.10. Boundary conditions: (a) domain of interest; (b) tractions in classical 

continuum mechanics; (c) interaction of a point in domain +Ω  with domain −Ω ; (d) 

force densities acting on domain +Ω due to the domain −Ω . 
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2.4. Solution Method 

It is possible to construct analytical solutions to Eq. (2.1) for some simple problems; 

however, most engineering problems concern complex geometries involving more than 

one material region. Therefore, the solution to Eq. (2.1) is constructed by utilizing a 

numerical method. The numerical treatment of the equations of motion involves the 

discretization of the domain of interest into subdomains. Subsequently, collocation 

(integration) points are placed into subdomains in order to convert the integral form of 

the peridynamic equation of motion into a finite sum as  

( )
1 1

( , ) ( , ) ( , ), ( , ), , ,
eNN

i i j i k i k
e j

t t w t t tρ
= =

′ ′= +∑∑u x b x f u x u x x x  , (2.32) 

where ix  is the position vector located at the ith collocation point, N is the number of 

subdomains, and eN  is the number of collocation points in the eth subdomain. The 

position vector k′x  represents the jth integration point of the eth subdomain. The parameter 

jw  is the integration weight associated with point k′x .  

The collocation method might require very large number of collocation points for the 

accurate solution of some problems. Therefore, parallel processing using OpenMP is also 

employed to reduce computation time while utilizing the uniform grids as arrays of 

linked lists. A binary space decomposition introduced by Berger and Bokhari (1987) is 
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extended to three-dimensions to obtain good load balancing on each processor. The 

decomposition involves division of the space into two subunits, with an approximately 

equal number of collocation points. Each subunit is then continuously divided into two 

subunits until the number of subunits and processors become equal. Division is 

performed only on the x, y, or z planes, with the constraint of minimum division surface 

to reduce the communication cost among the processors. 

2.5. Remarks 

The peridynamic equations of motion utilize integral equations, rather than partial 

differential equations that include derivatives of the displacement components.  The 

material points interact with each other directly through the prescribed response function, 

which contains all of the constitutive information associated with the material. The 

response function does not include the derivatives of the displacements. Hence, the 

peridynamic formulation is valid everywhere whether or not displacement discontinuities 

are present which allows damage initiation and propagation at multiple sites with 

arbitrary paths inside the material without resorting to special crack growth criteria. 

This study also extends the peridynamic theory to include the effect of thermo-

mechanical loading. A new response function is derived by equating the strain energy 

density of classical continuum mechanics and the corresponding energy of peridynamics.  

The response function contains all of the constitutive information associated with the 

material. The response function is expressed in terms of the known material properties of 

bulk modulus and coefficient of thermal expansion.  The response function further is 
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extended to include viscous damping through Kelvin-Voigt material model for realistic 

modeling of dynamic problems.  

The nonlocal nature of the peridynamic theory prohibits the application of tractions and 

point forces since their volume integrations result in a zero value. Therefore, the 

boundary conditions are applied over the volumes as body forces, displacements, and 

velocities in the peridynamic theory. 
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3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD 

3.1. Introduction 

It is possible to construct analytical solutions to Eq. (2.1) for certain simple problems; 

however, most engineering problems concern complex geometries involving more than 

one material region. Therefore, a numerical treatment is often necessary to obtain the 

solution to Eq. (2.1). In the present method, the domain of interest can be discretized into 

arbitrary shaped subdomains in which collocation points are placed based on the desired 

the Gaussian integration formulae.  The peridynamic equations of motion are then 

reduced to a system of discrete nonlinear ordinary differential equations by evaluating at 

the collocation points as described in Sec. 3.2.  These differential equations become 

identical to that of Silling and Askari (2005) when one collocation point is employed for 

every subdomain.  In Sec. 3.3, spatial partitioning is introduced through uniform grids as 

arrays of linked lists to increase the numerical efficiency.  

Parallel processing is also utilized to further enhance the algorithm by applying binary 

space decomposition described in Sec. 3.4.  This decomposition involves the division of 

the domain of interest into subunits each of which is assigned to a specific processor to 

make the most of parallel processing using OpenMP.  Finally, explicit time integration is 

performed to obtain dynamic solution of peridynamic equations.   

The stiffness term in the response function is derived with the assumptions that a point is 

completely surrounded with other points and all points have the same material properties.  
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However, these assumptions are not valid for the material points closer to free surfaces or 

interfaces. If a material point is near a free surface, some of its interactions is lost as 

compared to those which are completely surrounded by other material points. Hence, this 

point experiences stiffness loss. If the material point is closer to an interface, its 

interactions across this interface have to be specified though a response function.  If the 

stiffness term of this response function is smaller than that of the material point, there is 

again a stiffness loss. Otherwise, there is stiffness gain at this material point.  Hence, a 

numerical approach is introduced to correct the surface (boundary) effects as described in 

Sec. 3.5 and it is based on the application of uniform extensions. 

The peridynamic theory is very advantageous for problems involving damage since the 

peridynamic equation of motion is valid everywhere, regardless of existing 

discontinuities, and an external criterion is not necessary for predicting damage initiation 

and propagation. However, the current solution methods for the peridynamic equations 

utilize explicit time integration, which poses difficulties in the simulations of most 

experiments under quasi-static conditions. Thus, there is a need to obtain steady-state 

solutions in order to validate peridynamic predictions against experimental 

measurements. Hence, Sec. 3.6 presents an extension of dynamic relaxation methods for 

obtaining steady-state solutions of nonlinear peridynamic equations. 
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3.2. Discretization 

The numerical procedure involves discretization of the domain of interest (Fig. 3.1a) into 

subdomains as shown in Fig. 3.1b.  The domain can be discretized into subdomains by 

employing line subdomains for one-dimensional geometries, triangular and quadrilateral 

subdomains for two-dimensional regions, hexahedron, tetrahedron and wedge for three-

dimensional regions as shown in Fig. 3.2.  After discretization, the collocation 

(integration) points are placed into subdomains.  First, the equation of motion is 

evaluated at the collocation (integration) points to obtain a set of ordinary differential 

equations as 

( )( , ) ( , ) ( , ), ( , ), , ,i i i i
R

t t dV t t tρ ′ ′ ′= + ∫ xu x b x f u x u x x x  (3.1) 

where ix  is the position vector located at thi  collocation point.  Afterward, the integral 

appearing in Eq. (3.1) is carried out numerically as 

( )
1 1

( , ) ( , ) ( , ), ( , ), , ,   
eNN

i i j i k i k
e j

t t w t t tρ
= =

′ ′= +∑∑u x b x f u x u x x x  (3.2) 

in which N  is the number of subdomains, and eN  is the number of collocation points in 

eth subdomain.  The position vector, k′x  represents jth integration point of eth subdomain.  

The parameter, jw  is the integration weight of the point k′x . Moreover, the placement of 

integration points and their weights are described in Appendix A for hexahedron-shaped 
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subdomains using eight integration points. The implementation currently utilizes multiple 

numerical integrations which are summarized in Table 3.1 where available number of 

integration points is marked with X.  After reducing peridynamic equation into its 

discrete form, the solution is obtained by explicit integration of Eq. (3.2). Current 

implementation is capable of using fourth order Runge-Kutta given by Abramowitz and 

Stegun (1965), Adams-Bashforth predictor with Adams-Moulton correcter and modifier 

given by Korn and Korn (2000) and the adaptive dynamic relaxation described in Sec. 

3.6. 
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Figure 3.1. Discretization of the domain of interest. 
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Line Quadrilateral Triangle

Hexahedron Tetrahedron Wedge  

Figure 3.2. Subdomain shapes. 

Table 3.1. Implemented number of integration points per subdomain. 

Number of Points 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 12 14 27 

Line X X X X X      

Triangle X     X     

Quadrilateral X          

Hexahedron X      X  X X 

Tetrahedron X          

Wedge X     X  X   
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3.3. Spatial Partitioning 

According to the response function given in Eq. (2.27), a material point interacts with all 

other points.  However, it becomes computationally expensive for large number of 

collocation points.  Fortunately, the magnitude of the response function decreases when 

the distance between the points increases.  Thus, the cutoff radius, cr  can be introduced 

to reduce computation time by limiting the interaction range.  There are many different 

methods to successfully find the range of material points that interact with each other, 

and spatial partitioning techniques are very efficient for problems with large degrees of 

freedom.  Spatial partitioning generally involves dividing the region of interest into 

smaller regions.  As a result, a search to determine interacting points is performed in 

smaller regions while eliminating unnecessary pairwise tests.  Although there are also 

other types of spatial partitioning methods which include grids, trees, and spatial sorting, 

present method utilizes uniform grid for its effectiveness and simplicity.  Uniform grid 

method relies on overlaying the space with a regular grid.  The grid partitions the space 

into a number of smaller regions, or grid cells, of equal size.  Each collocation point is 

then associated with the cell it overlaps.  Grid size is chosen to be larger or equal to the 

cutoff radius shown in Fig. 3.3.  As a result, a collocation point interacts with other 

collocation points which are in the same cell or the neighboring cells as illustrated in Fig. 

3.4.  Due to the uniformity of the grid, accessing a cell corresponding to a particular point 

is both simple and fast.  Neighboring cells are also trivial to locate based on the 

coordinates of a specific cell.  A natural way of storing material points in a grid is 
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achieved by using linked lists.  In addition to using linked list, hashed storage is utilized 

to further reduce the required memory.  For hashed storage, dense arrays are used to hold 

reference positions, displacements and velocities of the collocation points. Furthermore, 

an integer array called hash table is utilized to keep track of the index of first member of 

each cell as opposed to keeping track of the index of each member of a cell. 

rc
*rc

*

 

Figure 3.3. Uniform grid overlaid on problem domain.  

Collocation Points

rc

 

Figure 3.4. Interaction of collocation points located in uniform grid.  
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3.4. Binary Space Decomposition 

Parallel processing can be effectively utilized to speed up the execution of the program.  

Amdahl (1967) proposed a model for the speedup factor.  In its simplest form, it assumes 

that some percentage of the program cannot be parallelized, and that the remaining is 

perfectly parallel.  In the perfectly parallel section, the speedup factor depends on the 

implementation.  Load balancing is the most important concept in order to take full 

advantage of parallel programming.  Some resources are wasted when each processor 

does not perform equal amount of computation.  Processors need to be synchronized 

many times during the computation.  For instance, processors have to be synchronized at 

the end of each time step before starting the next time step.  Thus, the processor with less 

work has to wait at synchronization points until all other processors finish their work.  

Therefore, speedup factor is smaller for parallel programs with unbalanced work load.  

Even if the work load is balanced perfectly, some amount of time is still wasted at 

synchronization points due to the communication time.  Communication time depends 

upon parallel machines, and their communication protocols.  In addition, the 

parallelization libraries might have significant effect on the performance of the program, 

i.e. not utilizing shared memory fully for shared-memory systems or utilizing shared 

memory for distributed-memory machines.  Good load balancing can be achieved by 

assigning approximately equal number of collocation points to each processor which can 

be achieved in many different ways.  
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However, material point interactions should be kept minimal between regions assigned to 

different processors because these interactions are often carried out by using only one 

processor to avoid a race condition.  Race condition occurs when multiple processors try 

to access same shared memory.  Berger and Bokhari (1987) introduced binary 

decomposition of the domain for solution methods using non-uniform grids.  Their 

method describes decomposition in two-dimensional space but it can be easily extended 

to three-dimensions.  Binary decomposition is very attractive since it can handle 

variations in the collocation point concentration at different sections of the domain.  

Additionally, the domain of interest with an arbitrary shape does not cause any work load 

balancing issues.  Binary space decomposition is a method to divide the domain of 

interest into subunits each of which is assigned to a specific processor as shown in Fig. 

3.5.  Decomposition is performed in multiple steps where subunits are partitioned into 

two new subunits in every step. 

Processor 0

Processor 1

Processor 2

Processor 3

 

Figure 3.5. Processor distribution of problem domain.  
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Binary decomposition assumes that work load estimate on a given domain is already 

known.  Thus, the present approach utilizes work load estimate based on the number of 

collocation points in given subunits although other work load estimates may also be 

possible such as based on number of pair interactions.   

Subunits are restricted to be rectangular blocks to avoid a chaotic problem with data 

structures.  Therefore, the domain is only partitioned in x, y or z directions resulting in 

rectangular blocks.  Furthermore, divisions are only allowed along the boundaries of unit 

cells described in spatial partitioning.  This strategy makes the current method to have 

sufficiently low overhead that every processor can keep a map of the entire domain.  

Although the present approach utilizes a shared memory system by using OpenMP, the 

current method is also suitable for distributed memory systems because a specific subunit 

is assigned to a processor which does not need to access memory of other processors 

except the computation of pair interactions among subunits.   

Suppose that there are p available processors where p is not necessarily a power of 2.  

The domain is partitioned into two subunits each having 1s  and 2s  collocation points, 

respectively.  Partitioning is performed such that the ratio of 1s  and 2s  is equal or close to 

( ) ( )2 2p p p− .  The partition direction is chosen to be longest side of the domain to 

reduce the area among subunits which results in minimization of interactions among 

subunits.  Then, 2p  processors are assigned to subunit with 1s  points and 2p p−  

processors are assigned to subunit with 2s  points.  Each subunit is then divided into other 
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subunits as long as the assigned number of processors is greater than one.  Fig. 3.6 shows 

a tree structure that shows assignment of 4 processors.  Fig. 3.7 illustrates the subunits 

that are distributed to different processors after the binary decomposition performed in 

two steps.   

0 1 2 3

Decomposition 0

Decomposition 1

Processors  

Figure 3.6. Tree structure to construct decomposition. 

    

Figure 3.7. Binary space decomposition. 
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3.5. Surface Effects 

The response function given by Eq. (2.27) is derived with the assumption that the point 

located at x is in infinite domain consisting of single material.  However, this assumption 

becomes invalid when the material point is close to free surfaces or material interfaces as 

shown in Fig. 3.8.  Therefore, there is a reduction in material stiffness near the free 

surfaces.  On the other hand, stiffness near the interface can exhibit increase or reduction 

depending upon how dissimilar material regions interact across their interface.  Since free 

surfaces and material interfaces differ from one problem to another, it is impractical to 

resolve this issue analytically.  Therefore, the stiffness reduction or increase due to 

surfaces is corrected numerically.  The correction factor is determined based on the 

application of uniaxial tensile loadings to the actual finite domain of interest and infinite 

domain. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.9, the correction procedure begins with the application of uniaxial 

tension in x direction, and the resulting displacement field can be expressed at the point x 

as  

{ }( ) TT x y zϑ υϑ υϑ= − −u x  (3.3) 

in which ϑ  is the applied constant displacement gradient and υ  is the Poisson’s ratio of 

the material.  
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Figure 3.8. Surface effects in the domain of interest. 
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Figure 3.9. Schematic showing the application of uniaxial tension. 
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Because the response function given in Eq. (2.27) is restricted to a pairwise interaction, 

the Poisson’s ration, υ , is assumed to be 0.25.  Accordingly, the contractions in y and z 

directions are υ  times the applied displacement gradient, ϑ .  Furthermore, the 

displacement gradient, ϑ , is assigned a value of 0.001 for convenience because 

numerical experimentation showed no significant effect on the surface corrections when 

different values of displacement gradients are used.  

Finally, the force density in x- direction, ( )xg x  due to the applied displacement gradient 

given in Eq. (3.3) is expressed as 

( ) ( , , , ) ( , , , )x

x

g dV dV
+ −Ω Ω

⎛ ⎞
′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∫ ∫x f u u x x f u u x x  (3.4) 

where +Ω  and −Ω  are volumes in which integration is performed, and they are defined to 

be right and left side of the x-plane as shown in Fig. 3.9.  The subscript x indicates the x- 

component of the resulting volume integration. 

Moreover, the force density, ( )yg x  by applying displacement gradient in y-direction can 

written as  

( ) ( , , , ) ( , , , )y

y

g dV dV
+ −Ω Ω

⎛ ⎞
′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∫ ∫x f u u x x f u u x x  (3.5) 
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where +Ω  and −Ω  are volumes in which integration is performed, and they are defined to 

be right and left side of the y-plane as shown in Fig. 3.9.  The force densities, ( )xg x  and 

( )yg x  are clearly different as a result of dissimilar volume integrations. Hence, the 

domain under uniaxial tension exhibits directional dependence.  In other words, 

depending on the direction of uniaxial tension, the points closer to the free surfaces or 

interfaces experience different force densities which are not physically acceptable.  

Therefore, the uniaxial tension is also applied in all directions which lead to three 

different responses at each integration point which can be written in vector form as 

{ }( )T
x y zg g g=g x  (3.6) 

in which x, y and z represent the directions of applied uniaxial tension.   

Furthermore, it is assumed that there is a fictitious domain composed of a single material 

as shown in Fig 3.10.  The material in this domain is assumed to have the same properties 

of that given in point x of the actual domain of interest as shown in Fig. 3.9. As 

illustrated in Fig 3.10, the point located at { }0,0,0T =x  is surrounded by other points so 

that there is no surface within the cutoff radius, cr .  Hence, this point does not show any 

directional dependence and it is sufficient to apply uniaxial tension only in one direction.  

In order to compute the force density due to uniaxial tension given in Eq. (3.3), the 

fictitious domain is discretized using cubic subdomains as shown in Fig 3.10. The edge 

length of cube, ∞Δ  is typically chosen to be one fiftieth of the cutoff radius, cr . 
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Furthermore, displacement field is assumed to be constant within each subdomain.  

Under these considerations, the force density in this domain can be approximated as  

3

0 0 0

2 . ( , , , , )x
i j k

g t
∞ ∞ ∞

∞ ∞
= = =

′ ′= Δ∑∑∑n f u = 0 u x x = 0   (3.7) 

in which xn  is unit vector in the x-direction.  The position vector, ′x  is defined as  

{ } { }1 2 1 2 1 2 T Ti j k x y z∞′ ′ ′ ′= Δ + + + =x . (3.8) 

Finally, the displacement vector, ′u  can be written as  

{ }Tx y zϑ ν ϑ ν ϑ′ ′ ′ ′= − −u . (3.9) 
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Figure 3.10. Discretization of infinite domain with cubes.  
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If the material point is surrounded by the material points of the same material, and there 

is no interface or free surfaces within the cutoff radius which is shown as point 1 in Fig. 

3.8, each component of vector given in Eq. (3.6) should be equal to the response given 

Eq. (3.7).  However, this is not the case due to the approximations during the 

computation of the integral given in Eq. (2.1).  Therefore, the present approach also 

attempts to correct not only the material stiffness variations due to surface effects but also 

the approximations in the numerical integration.  Therefore, the correction is applied to 

all collocation points regardless of their positions. 

As demonstrated in Fig. 3.11, the scaling constant ijg  between the pair of material points 

located at ix  and jx  is calculated by assuming an ellipsoidal variation as 

1 22 2 2
ij x ijcx y ijcy z ijczg n g n g n g

−
⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎜ ⎟⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎝ ⎠

= + +  (3.10) 

in which n  is the normal vector in the undeformed configuration between the pair of 

material points, and it is defined as  

{ }, ,
T

x y zn n n= =n ξ ξ . (3.11) 

The average coefficient vector ijcg can be written as 

( ) 2ijc ci cj= +g g g  (3.12) 
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in which 

{ } { }( ) , , , ,T
c xc yc zc x y zg g g g g g g g g∞ ∞ ∞= =g x . (3.13) 

After considering the surface effects, the discrete form of the equations of motion given 

in Eq. (3.2) is corrected as 

( )
1 1

( , ) ( , ) ( , ), ( , ), , ,   
eNN

i i ij j i k i k
e j

t t g w t t tρ
= =

′ ′= +∑∑u x b x f u x u x x x  (3.14) 
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Figure 3.11. Graphical representation of scaling coefficient.  
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According to Eq. (3.12), the vector ijcg  is computed by taking the average of the 

coefficients given in Eq. (3.13) for two interacting material points.  As a result, the 

surface correction given in Eq. (3.10) is underestimated for the material point with a 

larger scaling coefficient and overestimated for the material point with smaller scaling 

coefficient.  Hence, single iteration is generally not sufficient to determine the scaling 

coefficients.  Therefore, the scaling coefficients in Eq. (3.12) are computed iteratively. 

Each component given in Eq. (3.12) is set to unity at the beginning of the first iteration 

step, and then the above outlined method is utilized to determine coefficients given in Eq. 

(3.12). Then, the present method is repeated n times during which the results of previous 

iteration are used as scaling coefficients.  Moreover, numerical investigation showed that 

the change in the coefficients in Eq. (3.12) is insignificant after approximately twenty 

iterations. Hence, the number of iterations, n, is taken to be twenty in this study. 

Although this method enables the correction to material behavior due to the surface 

effects and approximations during the numerical integration, it is still not perfect. The 

degree of correction can be established by comparing the results between present 

approach and the finite element analysis. 
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3.6. Adaptive Dynamic Relaxation 

3.6.1. Introduction 

Over past decades, extensive research on computationally robust techniques has been 

performed to obtain either transient or quasi-static nonlinear solutions to structural 

problems by employing the Finite Element Method (FEM). Although well-established 

and a robust numerical method, the FEM can suffer from computational difficulties while 

obtaining solutions to highly nonlinear problems using implicit solvers. As explained by 

Yu and Ruiz (2006), the basic Newton-Raphson algorithm might fail when limit or 

bifurcation points are encountered along the load-displacement path. Furthermore, 

implicit solvers might snap through from one stable state to another that might conceal 

important dynamic phenomena. 

This difficulty was overcome when Day (1965) and Otter (1965) introduced the dynamic 

relaxation method as a powerful technique for obtaining solutions to static nonlinear 

problems based on the fact that the steady-state part of the transient solution represents 

the static conditions. Later, Welsh (1967) and Cassell et al. (1968) independently 

introduced fictitious density to improve the convergence of the dynamic relaxation 

method.  

Using the dynamic relaxation method, the first nonlinear problem was solved by Rushton 

(1968) through the introduction of an artificial damping into the problem. However, it is 

not always possible to determine the most effective damping coefficient. Therefore, 
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Papadrakakis (1981) and Underwood (1983) introduced the idea of an adaptive dynamic 

relaxation method in which the damping coefficient is changed adaptively in each 

iteration step.  

Also, in explicit solvers, the nature of explicit time integration requires small time steps 

and it becomes difficult to obtain solutions under static or quasi-static conditions. The use 

of the dynamic relaxation method becomes very attractive for nonlinear problems 

requiring large degrees of freedom as part of the explicit solvers in which all quantities 

can be treated as vectors, resulting in very low storage requirements.  

In Sec. 3.2, the peridynamic equations of motion are discretized at the collocation points 

resulting in a system of second-order partial differential equations with respect to time. 

These discrete equations are then integrated by using standard explicit time integrator-

like central differencing, Runge-Kutta, etc. However, the nature of explicit time 

integration necessitates utilization of small time steps and it becomes difficult to obtain 

solutions to the problems subjected to static or quasi-static conditions. Therefore, the 

adaptive dynamic relaxation method introduced by Underwood (1983) is extended within 

the realm of the peridynamic theory. The damping coefficient in dynamic relaxation is 

estimated through Rayleigh’s quotient, which dampens the system from higher frequency 

modes to lower frequency. Also, this approach avoids overshooting, which renders the 

dynamic relaxation method advantageous over the implicit solvers for finding the static 

solutions of nonlinear problems.   
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3.6.2. Solution Method 

In order to obtain the steady-state solution to the system of ordinary differential equations 

given in Eq. (3.2), the dynamic relaxation method is adopted to simulate the quasi-static 

loading conditions. The dynamic relaxation method is based on the fact that the static 

solution is the steady-state part of the transient response of the solution. An artificial 

damping is introduced to guide the solution into the steady-state regime as fast as 

possible. However, it is not always possible to determine the most effective damping 

coefficient. Therefore, the steady-state solution of Eq. (3.2) is achieved by employing the 

adaptive dynamic relaxation method introduced by Underwood (1983) in which the 

damping coefficient is changed adaptively in each time step.  

By removing the acceleration term and introducing a fictitious diagonal density and 

damping matrix that is proportional to the density matrix, Eq. (3.2) can be cast into set of 

ordinary differential equations that become suitable for dynamic relaxation as 

( , ) ( , ) ( , , , )t c t ′ ′+ =ΛU X ΛU X F U U X X  (3.15) 

in which Λ  is the fictitious diagonal density matrix and c  is the damping coefficient 

whose values are determined through Greschgorin’s theorem (Underwood, 1983) and 

Rayleigh’s quotient, respectively. Furthermore, the vectors X  and U  represent positions 

and displacements at the collocation points, respectively, and they can be expressed as 

{ }2, ,....T
M=X x x x  (3.16) 
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and 

{ }1 2( , ), ( , ),.... ( , )T
Mt t t=U u x u x u x  (3.17) 

where M is the total number of collocation points. Finally, the vector F  is the 

summation of internal and external forces and its ith component can be written as 

( )
1 1

( , ) ( , ), ( , ), , ,   
eNN

i i j i k i k
e j

t w t t t
= =

′ ′= +∑∑F b x f u x u x x x  (3.18) 

By utilizing the central-difference explicit integration, velocities and displacements for 

next iteration step can be written as 

( ) [ ]1 2 1 2 12 2 2n n nc t t c t+ − −⎡ ⎤= − Δ + Δ + Δ⎣ ⎦U U Λ F  (3.19) 

and 

1 1 2n n nt+ += + ΔU U U  (3.20) 

respectively. The superscript n  indicates the thn  iteration. However, the integration 

algorithm given by Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) cannot be used to start the integration due to 

the unknown velocity field at 1 2t− . By assuming that 0 ≠U 0  and 0 =U 0 , integration can 

be started by using 

1 2 1 0 2t −= ΔU Λ F . (3.21) 
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The physical term in this algorithm is only the summation of internal and external forces, 

F . The density matrix Λ , damping coefficient c , and time step size tΔ  do not have to 

be physically meaningful quantities, as mentioned by Underwood (1983). Thus, they can 

be chosen to obtain faster convergence.  

In dynamic relaxation, a time step size of 1 ( 1tΔ = ) is a convenient choice. There are 

many different methods for choosing the density matrix but one of the most common 

method, given by Underwood (1983), is based on Greschgorin’s theorem, which can be 

written as 

21
4ii ij

j
t Kλ ≥ Δ ∑  (3.22) 

in which ijK  is the stiffness matrix of the equation system under consideration. The 

inequality sign ensures stability of the central-difference explicit integration and 

derivation of this stability condition is given by Underwood (1983). Although this 

approach achieves near optimal density, the density is coordinate frame dependent 

because it depends on absolute values of the global stiffness matrix, as stated in the 

context of the finite element method by Lovie and Metzger (1999). Therefore, Sauve and 

Metzger (1997) suggested an alternative way of choosing the mass based on the 

minimum element dimension to make the mass frame invariant. This method seems to 

reduce overshooting as compared to the mass allocation based on Greschgorin’s theorem. 

Therefore, the present solutions of peridynamic equations also utilize a frame invariant 

density matrix. However, the construction of the stiffness matrix requires knowledge of 
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the response function’s derivative with respect to the relative displacement η . Since the 

response function given in Eq. (2.22) is a nonlinear function of η , it is not always 

possible to obtain its derivative. However, by considering the linearized version of the 

response function for small displacements, an absolute row sum of the stiffness matrix 

can be written as 

( )2
24

1 1

18 1max abs( )
eNN

ij j
j e j

kK w e
π

−

= =

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟=
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑∑ ξξ
ξ

 (3.23) 

in which max( )⋅  is the function that returns the value of the maximum component of the 

three-dimensional vector in its argument. Hence, the densities associated with a particular 

material point are same in every direction of the coordinate frame to make them frame 

invariant. The function, abs( )⋅  returns a three-dimensional vector whose components are 

the absolute values of three components of the vector in its argument.  

As described by Underwood (1983), the damping coefficient can be determined by using 

the lowest frequency of the system. Therefore, the lowest frequency is determined by 

making use of Rayleigh’s quotient, which is given as 

T

Tω =
u Ku
u Λu

 (3.24) 
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However, the density described by Eq. (3.22) might have large numerical values, which 

makes the denominator of Eq. (3.24) numerically difficult to compute. In order to avoid 

this problem, Eq. (3.15) can be rewritten at thn  iteration as 

1( , ) ( , ) ( , , , )n n n n n n nt c t − ′ ′+ =U X U X Λ F U U X X  (3.25) 

The damping coefficient for Eq. (3.25) can be expressed by using Eq. (3.24) for each 

iteration step as 

( )( ) ( )( )12
T Tn n n n n

nc = U K U U U  (3.26) 

in which 1 nK  is the diagonal “local” stiffness matrix which is given as 

( ) ( )1 1 1 2n n n n
ii i ii i ii iK F F t uλ λ− −= − − Δ  (3.27) 

Since the local stiffness matrix calculation involves division by the velocity component, 

it is important to start the solution with a nonzero displacement field to avoid division by 

zero. Furthermore, 0 ≠U 0  is not sufficient to eliminate division by zero because there is 

no guarantee that the velocity field at a point will take nonzero values during the solution 

procedure. Therefore, velocities are monitored and local stiffness is set to zero when a 

zero velocity is encountered, which results in removal of the 0 ≠U 0  requirement.  
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3.7. Benchmark Solutions 

The effectiveness of the present approach is demonstrated by considering basic structural 

components subjected to tensile and bending loads. The basic structural components 

considered are a beam and a plate with and without a circular cutout. The beam with a 

square cross section is subjected to tension and bending to establish convergence of the 

adaptive dynamic relaxation. Consequently, a rod with a circular cross section is 

subjected to tension to show the use of present approach for problems with non-uniform 

discretization. The effects of peridynamic parameters are demonstrated by considering 

plates with and without cutouts. Furthermore, the plate with the cutout is also used to 

display damage prediction capabilities of the peridynamic theory.  

3.7.1. Beam under Tension and Bending 

The geometry of the rectangular beam is described in Fig. 3.12. The origin of the 

coordinate system is attached to its geometric center. The beam has a square cross section 

with an edge length of 0.2int = , and its the length is specified as 10inl = . The material 

is assumed to be isotropic, with elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 710 psiE =  and 

0.25υ = , respectively. In the construction of the three-dimensional peridynamic model, 

the collocation (integration) points representing the material points is automated through 

the use of a cubic region with an edge length of 0.04 in,Δ =  as illustrated in Fig. 3.12. 

There exists only one integration (collocation) point in each subdomain (cubic region) in 

order to reduce the equation of motion to its discrete form, Eq. (3.2). The parameters 
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defining the internal length, , and the cutoff radius, cr , are chosen to be 0.07 in and 0.18 

in, respectively. 

In the case of tensile loading, the beam is free of any displacement constraints and is 

subjected to uniaxial tension of 1000 lb. Since surface loads cannot be applied directly in 

peridynamics, a uniaxial tension is applied as a body force over small volumes at the ends 

of the beam. These volumes are defined by the widths of both regions 1l  and 2l  specified 

as 0.04 in. The corresponding value of applied uniform body force is 5 36.25 10  lb/in× . 

The changes in displacement and velocity at two specific points defined by 2.5x =  in 

and 4.8x =  in are shown Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.14, respectively. As shown in Figs. 3.12 

and 3.14, it takes approximately 800 iterations to reach converged results. Steady state 

displacements are compared against the finite element method. The SOLID45 elements 

of ANSYS, a commercially available program, are utilized in the finite element model. 

Furthermore, discretization is the same as that of the peridynamic model, as shown in 

Fig. 3.12, and a tensile load is applied using surface loads over the end of the beam. The 

comparison between the present and finite element predictions indicates good agreement, 

as shown in Fig. 3.15. Furthermore, the difference is found to be less than 7% between 

these results. 
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Figure 3.12. Geometry and discretization of a beam with a square cross-section. 
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Figure 3.13. Displacement variation at two specific points ( 2.5x = in and 4.8x =  in) 

for an increasing number of iterations. 
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Figure 3.14. Velocity variation at two specific points ( 2.5x = in and 4.8 inx = ) for an 

increasing number of iterations. 
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Figure 3.15. Comparison of horizontal displacements of the bar. 
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In the case of bending, all displacement components are fixed within the end region over 

the length 1 0.2l =  in, as shown in Fig. 3.12, and the beam is subjected to a force of 20 lb. 

in the negative y-direction at the other end. Because the point loads cannot be applied 

directly in peridynamics, the force in the negative y-direction is applied as a body force at 

the end of the beam whose volume is specified by the width of 2 0.04l =  in, as illustrated 

in Fig. 3.12. The corresponding value of the applied uniform body force is 

3 312.5 10  lb/in− ×  in the negative y-direction. The applied force is chosen as relatively 

large in order to examine the performance of the algorithm in the presence of nonlinear 

geometry effects. Imposition of the load results in relatively large tip displacement as 

shown in Fig. 3.16, and the tip displacement is approximately 20 times the beam 

thickness. 

The changes in velocity fields with respect to the number of iterations are shown in Fig. 

3.17. It is observed in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17 that the steady-state solution is achieved after 

approximately 100000 iterations. 
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Figure 3.16. Displacement variation at two specific points ( 2.5x = in and 4.8x =  in) 

for an increasing number of iterations for a rectangular beam under 

bending. 
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Figure 3.17. Velocity variation at two specific points ( 2.5x = in and 4.8x =  in) for an 

increasing number of iterations for a rectangular beam under bending. 
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The present adaptive dynamic relaxation approach establishes the critical damping 

coefficient by using Rayleigh’s quotient, which accurately estimates the lowest 

extensional frequency. Because the lowest extensional frequency is greater than the 

lowest active bending frequency, the system is heavily overdampened. As a result, the 

convergence for bending is much slower than that for tensile loading. 

The bending problem is also modeled using SOLID45 elements of ANSYS. In the finite 

element model, nodes located at 5 inx = −  are fixed in all directions while equal point 

forces in the y-direction are applied on nodes located at 5 inx = . Due to discretization, 

there are 36 nodes on the 5x =  surface. Hence, the value of the point force is -0.556 lb. 

Figs. 3.18 and 3.19 show comparisons of vertical and horizontal displacements along the 

0y =  and 0z =  lines, respectively. In these figures, nonlinear FEA indicates results 

utilizing geometric nonlinearity. As shown in Fig. 3.18, the peridynamic prediction falls 

between the linear and nonlinear finite element results. Furthermore, the difference at  

5 inx = is approximately 10%. In the case of horizontal displacements, the linear finite 

element analysis expectedly predicts zero displacements, as shown in Fig. 3.19. However, 

both the peridynamic theory and the finite element analysis with geometric nonlinearity 

can capture nonlinear effects, as shown in Fig. 3.19. The difference between the 

peridynamic theory and the finite element analysis with geometric nonlinearity is 

approximately 30%. As compared to the beam under tension, a larger deviation is 

observed for the bending problem. As numerically investigated in Sec. 3.7.3, a Poisson’s 

ratio of 0.25 cannot be captured exactly for thin structures. Hence, this discrepancy can 

possibly be attributed to the Poisson’s ratio effect. Furthermore, peridynamic results are 
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less accurate for numerical integration using one integration point, as studied in Sec. 

3.7.3.  
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Figure 3.18. Comparison of vertical displacements of the bar. 
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Figure 3.19. Comparison of horizontal displacements of the bar. 
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3.7.2. Rod Subjected to Tension 

A rod is considered to compare results of present approach with that of finite element 

analysis.  As shown in Fig. 3.20, the rod has a circular cross-section with radius, r, of 

0.25 in, and length of the rod is specified as 10l =  in.  The rod is free of any 

displacement constraints and subjected to uniaxial tension of F=1000 lb.  Within the 

realm of peridynamic theory, the point and surface loads can not be applied directly due 

to nonlocal nature of the theory.  Hence, the uniaxial tension is applied as a uniform body 

force over the volumes at the ends having a length of bl  0.05 in as shown in Fig. 3.20. 

This body force can be computed by dividing the applied tension by the volume as 

3
2 101859.16  lb/in in region 

0 otherwise

b
bx

F
r lb π

⎧ = Ω⎪= ⎨
⎪⎩

 (3.28) 

Furthermore, the material is assumed to be isotropic with elastic modulus and Poisson’s 

ratio of 710 psiE =  and 0.25υ = , respectively.  
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Figure 3.20. Dimensions of the rod. 
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The three-dimensional peridynamic model is constructed by discretization of the rod 

using hexahedron-shaped subdomains as shown in Fig. 3.21, and the volumes of 

subdomains are limited to 41.25 10−×  in3.  In the reduction of the equations of motion to 

its discrete form given by Eq. (3.2), eight Gaussian integration (collocation) points are 

placed in each subdomain.  The parameter defining the internal length,  and the cutoff 

radius, cr  are chosen to be 0.05 in and 0.125 in, respectively.  Finally, the steady-state 

solution is obtained by utilizing the adaptive dynamic relaxation as described in Sec. 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.21. Discretization of the rod using hexahedrons 

The rod is also modeled using SOLID45 brick elements of commercially available finite 

element program, ANSYS.  Furthermore, the three-dimensional finite element mesh is 

identical to the peridynamic discretization shown in Fig. 3.21.  In the finite element 

model, the uniaxial tension is applied through surface tractions. The comparison of the 
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results between peridynamic theory and finite element method is presented in Fig. 3.22. 

The longitudinal displacements along the center line of the rod display very good 

agreement.  The difference between the results is less than 5%.  
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Figure 3.22. Longitudinal displacements along the center line of the rod.  
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3.7.3. Plate Subjected to Tension 

The effects of the peridynamic parameters and discretization are established by 

considering a rectangular plate as shown in Fig. 3.23. The length and width of the plate 

are specified as 10ina =  and 4inb = , respectively.  The plate is free of any 

displacement constraints and subjected to uniaxial tension in x-direction. However, point 

and surface loads can not be applied directly because peridynamic equations of motion 

involve volume integral that gives rise to zero for point and surface loads.  Thus, the 

uniaxial tension is applied as uniform body forces over the volumes, bΩ , at along the 

vertical edges having a length, l  of 0.08 in as shown in Fig. 3.23. The longitudinal 

component of applied body force is specified as 234375.0xb =  lb/in3. Hence, applied 

tension, xF , can be computed in terms of the plate dimensions as 

lbx xF l b t b=  (3.29) 

The material of the plate is isotropic with Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 

710 psiE =  and 0.25υ = , respectively.  The three-dimensional peridynamic model is 

constructed by discretization of the plate using cubic subdomains as shown in Fig. 3.23.  

In each subdomain, eight integration points are utilized to reduce the peridynamic 

equation of motion to its discrete form.  The steady-state solutions are obtained by using 

adaptive dynamic relaxation given in Sec. 3.6. 
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Figure 3.23. Dimensions and discretization of the plate. 

3.7.3.1. Effective Poisson’s ratio 

Within the realm of molecular dynamics, it is well known that Poisson’s ratio is restricted 

to be 1/4 in three-dimensions and 1/3 in two-dimensions if atomic interactions are 

pairwise.  Gerstle et al. (2005) showed that same restrictions apply to peridynamic 

equations under the same conditions. Hence, the thickness of the plate has an effect on 

the observed Poisson’s ratio.  Fig. 3.24 shows the variation of Poisson’s ratio with 

increasing plate thickness.  The Poisson’s ratio is calculated using the steady-state 

displacements at the point, located at 0x , which can be expressed as 
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{ }0 0 0 02.5, 1.0, z 0.0T x y= = = =x  (3.30) 

and the displacement field at 0x  can be written as 

{ }0 0 0 0, , T
x y zu u u=u  (3.31) 

Hence, the Poisson’s ratio is approximated by using initial positions and displacements as 

0 0

0 0

y

x

u y
u x

υ = −  (3.32) 

It is apparent in Fig. 3.24 that Poisson’s ratio approaches its theoretical value of 0.25 with 

increasing plate thickness. Conversely, Poisson’s ratio approaches to 1/3 with decreasing 

plate thickness.  Furthermore, the internal length also influences Poisson’s ratio 

substantially as shown in Fig. 3.24.  The amounts of interactions for points shown in Fig. 

3.8 can be determined by finding the volume of points whose distance to point of interest 

is less than the cutoff radius. Hence, the amount of interactions for a point located at x 

can be computed as 

( )
cr

dVχ ′
′− <

= ∫ x
x x

x  (3.33) 

As stated by Eq. (3.33), a point can have the highest amount of interactions if it is 

completely surrounded by other points within the range of cutoff radius. Hence, the 

highest amount of interactions is the volume of sphere which can be expressed as 
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3
max

4
3 crχ π=  (3.34) 

For thin structures whose thickness is less than the cutoff radius, maxχ  is never reached.  

Furthermore, the ratio of the amount of interactions to maxχ  reduces with increasing 

internal length due to its proportionality with the cutoff radius.  Therefore, the plate 

behaves as if it is two-dimensional with increasing internal length since most interactions 

are in x-y plane. Thus, Poisson’s ratio increases with increasing internal length especially 

for thin plates as shown in Fig. 3.24.  

It is also expected that the plate thickness impinges on the displacement fields because 

the surface correction is founded on the assumption that Poisson’s ratio is 0.25.  

However, Poisson’s ratio is not necessarily 0.25 for thin structures as shown in Fig. 3.24.  

Thus, longitudinal displacements deviate from the results of the finite element analysis 

with decreasing plate thickness as shown in Fig. 3.25a. The finite element results are 

obtained by using SOLID45 brick elements of commercially available finite element 

program, ANSYS. The three-dimensional finite element mesh is constructed using the 

discretization shown in Fig. 3.23, and Poisson’s ratio is specified as 0.25.  The 

differences in results are more pronounced for displacements in transverse direction as 

shown in Fig. 3.25b because they are influenced by both the surface correction and 

Poisson’s ratio. However, the results converge to that of finite element method with 

increasing plate thickness as shown in Fig. 3.25. 
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Figure 3.24. Effect of internal length on Poisson’s ratio with increasing plate 

thickness. 
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(b) 

Figure 3.25. Effect of layer thickness on displacements: (a) x-direction; (b) y-

direction. 
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3.7.3.2. Effect of order of Gaussian integration technique 

The effect of number of integration points for subdomains is also investigated by 

considering a plate with a thickness of 0.08 in.  Fig. 3.26 shows longitudinal and 

transverse displacements along the symmetry lines of the plate for various number of 

integration points.  As shown in Fig. 3.26a, the longitudinal displacements reveal very 

small difference among different integration schemes.  However, the results with one 

integration point for each subdomain deviate from those using multiple integration points 

for transverse displacements as shown in Fig. 3.26b. The integration method utilizing one 

integration point assumes that displacement and velocity fields are constant within the 

subdomains resulting in less accurate integration.  There is insignificant difference among 

results utilizing multiple integration points.  Therefore, results indicate that integration 

scheme using eight integration points per subdomain is sufficient for accurate integration.  

Hence, this integration scheme is utilized throughout this study. 
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Figure 3.26. Effect of Gaussian integration scheme on displacements: (a) x-direction; 

(b) y-direction. 
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3.7.3.3. Effect of internal length and cutoff radius 

Determination of the internal length and cutoff radius for a specific problem is another 

source of uncertainty or approximation.  The computational resources typically limit the 

number of subdomains. This limitation might come from the available computational 

space and memory.  However, the primary limitation on the number of subdomains is the 

total computational time that depends on the number of time steps. The computational 

time can be minimized using the smallest possible cutoff radius for a given discretization. 

On the contrary, accuracy of numerical integration provides lower bound for the cutoff 

radius.  Hence, the internal length is specified as 0.08 in and the cutoff radius is varied in 

order to quantify the effect of the cutoff radius on the numerical predictions.  Fig. 3.27 

shows the change in displacements at the point located at { }2.5 1.0 0.0 T  with an 

increasing cutoff radius.  In this case, the plate thickness is defined as 0.08 in.  The 

volume integral given in Eq. (2.1) is performed over the domain as shown in Fig. 3.23. 

However, the cutoff radius is introduced to reduce the computational time by taking 

advantage of the rapidly decaying exponential term in the response function.  For small 

cutoff radius, the volume integration is not performed accurately because the exponential 

term is still significant beyond the cutoff radius.  Therefore, some of the stiffness of the 

material is lost resulting in high longitudinal displacements as shown in Fig. 3.27a. 

However, the longitudinal displacement converges with increasing cutoff radius as shown 

in Fig. 3.27. When the cutoff radius is greater than 0.2 in, no significant difference is 

observed on the displacement predictions.  The cutoff radius of 0.2 is 2.5 times the 
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internal length. Therefore, present study utilizes the cutoff radius which is 2.5 times the 

internal length for the remaining computations. 

After determining the cutoff radius in terms of the internal length, the internal length is 

also varied for a plate with a thickness of 0.8 in. Fig. 3.28 demonstrates the variation of 

the displacements at the point located at { }2.5 1.0 0.0 T  with increasing internal length.  

As expected, the numerical integration is not accurate for a small internal length because 

the exponential term decays very fast.  A material point is mostly influenced by nearest 

points for which exponential term is very small. For small internal length, there is also a 

loss in stiffness of the material since most of the stiffness is localized near the material 

point that is not captured by the numerical integration correctly.  However, the 

displacements converge with increasing internal length. Results do not significantly 

change for internal length greater than 0.08 in. This specific value is the size of the cubic 

subdomain in the discretization and present study utilizes the highest edge length of the 

subdomains as internal length. 
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Figure 3.27. Effect of cutoff radius on displacements: (a) x-direction; (b) y-direction. 
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Figure 3.28. Effect of internal length on displacements: (a) x-direction; (b) y-

direction. 
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3.7.4. Plate with a Circular Cutout 

In the discretization of a beam with square cross section, uniform cubic regions are 

utilized as subdomains for the purpose of Gaussian integration. In the case of a plate with 

a cutout, the discretization cannot be uniform. As shown in Fig. 3.29, the plate geometry 

is defined by a length, a, of 9.0 in, a width, b, of 3 in, and thickness, t, of 0.2 in. The 

circular cutout with a radius, r, of 0.5 in is located at the center of the plate. The material 

is assumed to be isotropic with elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 710 psiE =  and 

0.25υ = , respectively.  
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Figure 3.29. Geometry of a plate with a cutout. 

The plate is discretized into hexahedrons, as shown in Fig. 3.30, and the hexahedral 

volumes are approximately 41.25 10−×  in3. Moreover, eight integration (collocation) 

points, based on a Gaussian integration scheme, are placed in the subdomains to reduce 

the equations of motion to its discrete form, Eq. (3.2). The parameter defining the internal 
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length, , and the cutoff radius, cr , are chosen to be 0.05 in and 0.125 in, respectively. 

Furthermore, the plate is free of any displacement constraints and subjected to uniaxial 

tension of 6000 lb. The tensile loads are applied along the vertical edges of the plate as 

body forces in the rectangular regions over a length of 0.05l =  in, as illustrated in Fig. 

3.29. Hence, the corresponding value of the applied uniform body force density is 

5 32 10  lb/in× . On the mid-plane, 0z =  along the symmetry line, 0y = , the changes in 

displacements at two specific points, 0.5 inx = and 4.5 inx =  are plotted in Fig. 3.31a as 

the number of iterations increases. Similarly, along the symmetry line, 0x = , the changes 

in displacements at points 0.5 iny = and 1.5 iny =  are given in Fig. 3.31b. The changes 

in velocities at these points are shown in Fig. 3.32. As given in Figs. 3.31a and 3.32a, the 

longitudinal displacements reach their steady-state values in approximately 800 

iterations, similar to the beam subjected to tension. However, it takes approximately 1000 

iterations for the convergence of transverse displacements, as presented in Figs. 3.31b 

and 3.32b. The basis for the slow convergence in transverse displacements might be 

attributed to the existence of small in-plane bending owing to the presence of a cutout. 

Nevertheless, these results indicate that non-uniform discretization does not produce any 

ill effects for achieving convergence. 
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Figure 3.30. Non-uniform discretization for Gaussian integration for only a quarter 

of the plate with a cutout.  
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Figure 3.31. Displacement variations at two specific points for an increasing number 

of iterations: (a) x-direction; (b) y-direction. 
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Figure 3.32. Velocity variations at two specific points for an increasing number of 

iterations: (a) x-direction; (b) y-direction. 
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The validity of the peridynamic predictions is established by comparing against the finite 

element method using ANSYS, a commercially available program. In the case of the 

finite element model, discretization is the same as that for the peridynamic model, as 

shown in Fig. 3.30. Furthermore, the SOLID45 brick element of ANSYS is utilized to 

approximate the displacements. Figs. 3.33 and 3.34 present horizontal and vertical 

displacements, respectively, along the bottom line of the plate. The comparison of 

horizontal displacements indicates close agreement, as shown in Fig. 3.33. Although 

there is also good correlation between vertical displacements of the present and the finite 

element method, as shown in Fig. 3.34, there is a larger deviation for vertical 

displacements than for horizontal displacements near the hole because the Poisson’s ratio 

of 1/4 is not exactly satisfied in the peridynamic theory. Since the plate thickness is 

comparable with the value of the cutoff radius, there are more interactions in the x-y 

plane resulting in a Poisson’s ratio between 1/4 and 1/3, as numerically investigated in 

Sec. 3.7.3.  
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Figure 3.33. Horizontal displacements along the bottom line. 
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Figure 3.34. Vertical displacements along the bottom line. 
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Unlike the classical continuum methods, as mentioned previously, the peridynamic 

equation of motion is valid everywhere regardless of existing discontinuities in 

displacement fields. Therefore, the peridynamic theory is very suitable for predicting 

damage initiation and growth because the damage model is built into the material 

response. However, the damage prediction can still be difficult because damage happens 

progressively and its path is dependent on its history. Therefore, damage problems are 

very nonlinear, even if the elastic material response is linear.  

After validating against the finite element method, the plate with a cutout is further 

investigated to determine how damage initiates and grows under quasi-static conditions. 

In order to simulate quasi-static loading, the tensile loading is applied as a displacement, 

incremented linearly with time, at the ends of the plate. The displacements are applied in 

a finite volume over the length l  of 0.2, as shown in Fig. 3.29. In this study, if the 

magnitudes of traveling waves are numerically insignificant, the solution represents the 

quasi-static conditions. In order to determine the highest loading rate for quasi-static 

conditions, the tensile load is applied by incrementing the displacement at each iteration 

of adaptive dynamic relaxation with a constant value.  

The force required to sustain the applied displacements is computed by considering a 

cross-section located at 1 inw = away from the plate center as shown in Fig. 3.29. In 

peridynamics, the force that is applied to domain +Ω  by −Ω  can then be determined by 

using Eq. (2.31). Fig. 3.35 shows the variation of the cross-sectional force for varying 

loading rates for a critical stretch, 0s , of 0.0025. For high loading rates, the force does not 
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increase linearly due to dynamic effects. Furthermore, the force at ultimate failure is 

higher for high loading rates than for small loading rates, which is consistent with the 

experimental results. As observed in Fig. 3.35, the quasi-static conditions apply for the 

loading rates smaller than 2.5E-7 in/iteration. Furthermore, the peridynamic theory 

captures the typical failure pattern in a plate with a cutout, as illustrated in Fig. 3.36 in the 

form of local damage. As expected, the crack emanates from the cutout boundary at 

which high displacement gradients exist, as shown in Fig. 3.36a, then the crack 

propagates toward the edges of the plate as shown in Fig. 3.36b. The effect of critical 

stretch is further investigated by fixing the loading rate to 5.0E-8 in/iteration. Fig. 3.37 

shows the change in ultimate force with increasing critical stretch. It is observed in Fig. 

3.37 that the ultimate failure force is linearly dependent on the critical stretch. Thus, it 

may be possible to determine the critical stretch for the peridynamic analysis by 

measuring the ultimate force experimentally. By knowing the ultimate failure force, the 

experimental setup can be simulated for two different critical stretch values to determine 

the ultimate failure force. Finally, the critical stretch of a specific material can be 

calculated by linear interpolation. 
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Figure 3.35. Force due to applied displacements at the cross section. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.36. Contour of local damage: (a) crack initiation; (b) ultimate failure. 
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Figure 3.37. Variation of ultimate failure force with increasing critical stretch. 

 

3.8. Remarks 

The Peridynamic equations of motion are solved using numerical method by discretizing 

the domain of interest into subdomains having arbitrary shapes. Collocation (integration) 

points are then placed into subdomains based on the Gaussian integration schemes and 

the equation motion is evaluated at these collocation points to reduce system into set of 

ordinary differential equations with respect to time. These equations are then integrated 

using explicit methods. Numerical efficiency is improved by introducing spatial 
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partitioning through uniform grids as arrays of linked lists.  Furthermore, the domain of 

interest is divided into subunits each of which is assigned to a specific processor to utilize 

parallel processing using OpenMP.  Material points near free surfaces and interfaces 

experience increase or decrease in material stiffness since the response function is 

obtained with the assumption that a point and its surrounding points have the same 

material properties. Thus, surface corrections are introduced through application of 

uniform extensions.  

An adaptive dynamic relaxation is also presented to determine static solutions for the 

governing equations of peridynamic theory which are nonlinear with respect to 

displacements. Hence, the explicit form of the stiffness matrix is not known. Therefore, 

the row summation of the stiffness matrix is determined by an approximate approach and 

the numerical results indicate very good convergence.  

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of present approach, the beam is solved under 

tensile and bending loads. The predictions indicate that the problems involving bending 

convergence slower than those subjected to tension. This can be attributed to 

determination of critical damping coefficient by using Rayleigh’s quotient. Rayleigh’s 

quotient estimates the lowest extensional frequency accurately and the lowest extensional 

frequency is greater than lowest active bending frequency. Hence, the system is heavily 

over dampened giving rise to slow convergence. Furthermore, predictions show that non-

uniform discretization is not reduced the performance significantly. It is also illustrated 
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that adaptive dynamic relaxation can be utilized while predicting damage by using the 

peridynamic theory.  

Furthermore, rectangular plate subjected to uniaxial tension is considered to obtain the 

effects of the peridynamic parameters and accuracies of the volume integrals. The 

simulation results suggest that Gaussian integration utilizing one integration point may 

not be sufficient for accurate volume integration. Furthermore, solutions using eight 

integration points give similar results to those using higher number of integration points. 

Thus, it is suggested to utilize eight integration points for subdomain in three-dimensions. 

It is also showed that Poisson’s ratio is not 1/4 for problems with the thickness less than 

the cutoff radius. Predictions show that the Poisson’s ratio is close to 1/3 for very thin 

plates and it is approached 1/4 with increasing plate thickness. However, surface 

correction method assumes that Poisson’s ratio is 1/4 regardless of the plate thickness 

which presents itself as numerical error for thin plates. The effects of internal length and 

cutoff radius are also investigated.  It is found that internal length has lower bound due to 

the discretization.  Results indicate that the smallest internal length should be in the range 

of the edge length of the subdomains for integration scheme using eight integration 

points. Furthermore, the cutoff radius should be larger than 2.5 times the internal length 

for accurate volume integration.  
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4. MODELING OF UNIDIRECTIONAL COMPOSITE MATERIALS  

4.1. Introduction 

Unidirectional laminates are widely used in lightweight structures due to their excellent 

properties of high strength, high modulus, and low density. Moreover, they can be 

fabricated to produce parts with complex geometries and can be tailored to meet specific 

design requirements. However, damage initiation and its subsequent propagation are not 

understood as clearly as they are, for example, for metals because unidirectional 

composites consist of stiff fibers embedded into a matrix material, causing 

inhomogeneity. Furthermore, most composite structures have cutouts and notches arising 

from design and manufacturing requirements. Notches and cutouts reduce not only the 

strength of composites but also serve as potential failure sites for damage initiation. They 

also promote delamination or debonding, one of the most common failure modes in 

composites. Delamination may be caused by high stresses between laminae due to the 

mismatch of Poisson’s ratios, impact, and structural discontinuities that generate local 

out-of-plane loads (Garg, 1988). In addition to delamination, matrix cracking and fiber 

breakage can also be observed, which further complicates damage prediction.  

In order to better understand failure mechanisms, Hallett and Wisnom (2006) conducted 

experiments on double-edge-notched composite specimens made from E-glass. They 

reported the occurrence of matrix cracking before the ultimate failure for all specimens 

representing four different lay-ups when loaded in tension. Furthermore, it was reported 

that fiber failure initiated at the notch tip. Later, Green et al. (2007) investigated the effect 
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of scaling on the tensile strength of notched composites made from unidirectional carbon-

fiber/epoxy pre-preg by considering the hole diameter and laminate thickness as 

independent variables. These experiments showed that failure mechanisms in composites 

can be very complex due to matrix cracking, fiber breakage, and delamination. Damage 

first initiated as isolated matrix cracks and delaminations at the hole edges, which then 

joined to form extensive delaminations. The overall trend indicated that the strength 

decreased with increase in specimen size. In another study, Sihn et al. (2007) investigated 

the effect of thickness on laminated composites under uniaxial tension and fatigue 

loading for both unnotched and open-hole specimens by utilizing acoustic emission 

counts, X-ray photos, and c-scan images. It was observed that under static loading, the 

thicker specimens with open holes displayed a larger increase in strain near the hole edge 

than the thinner specimens with open holes. Furthermore, X-ray images revealed that 

damage also initiated from the hole edge, similar to observations by Green et al. (2007). 

In order to investigate the behavior of cracks, Wu (1968) considered unidirectional 

fiberglass-reinforced Scotch-plies with center cracks oriented in the direction of the 

fibers. The plies had fibers in the 0°  and 45°directions and were loaded in tension, pure 

shear, and combined tension and shear. In all three types of loading, it was observed that 

the crack propagated in a direction co-linear with the initial crack. 

Numerical studies on failure of notched composites have mostly utilized the finite 

element method to investigate the damage path and the initial failure load; such recent 

studies include works by Bogert et al. (2006) and Satyanarayana et al. (2007). They 

predicted fiber and matrix damage in center-notched laminates for different lay-ups under 
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tension. Both the experimental observations and numerical results suggest that damage 

initiation and crack propagation are dependent on ply orientation. In the case of the 

peridynamic theory, Colavito et al. (2007a,b) simulated laminated composites subjected 

to low-velocity impact and static indentation to predict damage. Askari et al. (2006) and 

Xu et al. (2007) also used peridynamic simulations to predict damage in laminates 

subjected to low-velocity impact and to notched laminated composites under biaxial 

loads. 

The unidirectional composites usually consist of stiff fibers embedded into softer matrix 

material. Under the assumption of homogeneity, a lamina has orthotropic elastic 

properties. Even though this assumption is suitable for stress analysis, it becomes 

questionable when predicting failure. The major failure mechanisms in a composite are 

matrix cracking, fiber breakage, and delamination. These failure modes are inherent to 

the inhomogeneous nature of the composite, thus the homogeneous material assumption 

taints failure analysis. It is, therefore, evident that the inhomogeneous nature of the 

composites must be retained in the analysis to predict the correct failure modes. Each 

lamina with a different fiber orientation must be modeled as an inhomogeneous material 

with distinct matrix and fiber properties. Therefore, distinct properties of the fiber and 

matrix are included while employing the peridynamic theory for damage prediction in 

composite laminates with a center crack subjected to tension. 
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4.2. Modeling of Laminae 

In the solution of the peridynamic equations, the laminae are modeled with distinct 

properties of the fiber and matrix to retain the inhomogeneous nature of the composites. 

Although experiments suggest that fibers are not isotropic, due to the fabrication process, 

it is assumed that both fiber and matrix materials are isotropic. The fibers are idealized as 

having rectangular cross sections embedded into the matrix, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. 

Fibers

Fibers
Matrix

 

Figure 4.1. Representative lamina modeled using the peridynamic theory. 

Fiber and matrix locations in each lamina are determined randomly by utilizing a random 

number generator using a uniform distribution. Subdomain sizes representing the fiber 

and matrix are also adjusted according to the fiber volume fraction in a lamina. Laminae 

are discretized by using hexahedron- or wedge-shaped subdomains, as shown in Fig. 4.2. 

During the volume integration, hexahedrons include eight integration points while 

wedges include six.  
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Figure 4.2. Discretization of angled unidirectional lamina. 

Each lamina is discretized by using hexahedron- or wedge-shaped subdomains and the 

distinct matrix and fiber material regions are used to retain the inhomogeneous nature of 

the composites by considering the fiber volume fraction of the lamina. The fiber volume 

fraction is assumed the same for each lamina. However, initial location of the fibers in 

each lamina is determined using a random number generator, which produces a uniform 

distribution, in order to introduce a randomness of fibers among laminae, as seen in real 

materials. As a result, fiber and matrix materials are not necessarily aligned among the 

laminae, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3. Discretization through the thickness of the laminate and available 

interaction types. 

As shown in Fig. 4.3, there are six different interactions that need to be specified for the 

peridynamic analysis. The interactions labeled as 1-3 in Fig. 4.3 are interactions that 

occur within a ply. Label 1 is a matrix-matrix interaction and has matrix material 

properties while label 2 is a fiber-fiber interaction and has fiber properties. The 

interaction between the fiber and the matrix, labeled as 3, is assumed to have the same 

properties as that of the matrix. The interactions between adjacent laminae, labeled as 4-6 

in Fig. 4.3, are all assumed to have the same material properties as those of the matrix. 
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4.3. Numerical Results 

Numerical predictions concern rectangular laminates with or without a crack. In the 

absence of a crack, the laminates with a four-ply lay-up of 4[ ]θ  under tension are 

considered to simulate the off-axis tension test for measuring off-axis elasticity modulus. 

In the peridynamic predictions, damage is not allowed so that comparisons can be made 

with those of classical continuum mechanics. In the presence of a crack, single-ply as 

well as two- and three-ply lay-ups are considered in the peridynamic simulations to 

capture the influence of various lay-ups on damage patterns.  

4.3.1. Geometry, Discretization, and Material Properties 

The capability of the peridynamic theory is demonstrated by simulating unidirectional 

laminates with various lay-ups. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the geometry is rectangular with 

length 10.16l =  mm and width 5.08w =  mm. In the presence of a crack, its length, 0a , is 

chosen to be 1.27 mm, and it is located at the center along the y-axis. Geometric 

dimensions are small compared to those of experimental specimens. For instance, these 

dimensions are 15 times smaller than the in-plane dimensions of the notched laminate 

given by Satyanarayana et al. (2007). It is necessary herein to consider small laminate 

dimensions due to limited computational resources.  
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Figure 4.4. Geometry and velocity boundary conditions in a laminate with a center 

crack. 

The pre-existing center crack is introduced by breaking all of the interactions passing 

through crack surfaces at the start of the simulation. In order to circumvent premature 

failure due to dynamic effects, uniform tension is applied gradually by using velocity 

boundary conditions along the vertical ends at / 2x l= − and / 2x l=  and the applied 

velocity is denoted by v. In accordance with the peridynamic theory, the velocity 

boundary conditions are applied over the volumes, with length 1 0.097l = mm, as shown 

in Fig. 4.4. The boundaries parallel to the x-axis at / 2y l= −  and / 2y l=  are free of any 

constraints.  

The thickness of each lamina is assumed to be 0.1651 mm  and each is discretized such 

that there are four subdomains through the thickness. Therefore, the edge lengths of the 
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subdomains are approximately 24.13 10 mm−× . Present discretization results in 

approximately 150,000 subdomains per lamina, which leads to 1.2 million integration 

points per lamina. As a consequence of the subdomain size, the internal length, , is 

chosen to be 23.22 10  mm−× . After numerically experimenting with different values for 

the cutoff radius, the cutoff radius 28.05 10  mmcr
−= ×  was found to be the optimal 

choice; there is no significant change in results compared to those without the cutoff 

radius.  

Each lamina is assumed to possess the elastic properties of T800/3900-2 pre-preg tape 

reported by Satyanarayana et al. (2007). Both the fiber and matrix are assumed to be 

isotropic with elastic moduli of 294 GPa and 4 GPa, respectively. Furthermore, the fiber 

volume fraction of the lamina is assumed as 0.54. The elastic modulus of fiber is taken 

from specifications of the manufacturer. However, fiber volume fraction and elastic 

modulus of the matrix are not measured properties. They are chosen such that elastic 

properties of the present method agree with those of T800/3900-2 pre-preg tape. 

Furthermore, experimental data to extract the critical stretches are not available for the 

present material system. Thus, the critical stretches for fiber and matrix are taken to be 

0.004 and 0.005, respectively, and are based on the experience gained during the studies 

by Colavito et al. (2007a,b). 
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4.3.2. Off-Axis Modulus Prediction 

Due to its simplicity, the off-axis tension test is attractive for experimentally determining 

the off-axis elasticity modulus directly. The off-axis flat laminates are modeled, although 

it is well known that influence of end constraints is magnified in the case of off-axis 

specimens (Rizzo, 1969 and Pagano and Halpin, 1968). Damage is not allowed to occur 

in the peridynamic simulations in order to compare the predictions with those of the 

classical continuum mechanics. Symmetric laminates of four angle plies, 4[ ]θ , are 

subjected to tensile loads by applying displacement boundary conditions as shown in Fig. 

4.5. Adaptive dynamic relaxation is then utilized to obtain a steady-state solution. The 

force exerted to domain +Ω  by −Ω  along the cross section illustrated in Fig. 4.5 can be 

determined by using Eq. (2.31). Therefore, the effective normal stress can be computed 

by dividing the force given in Eq. (2.31) by the cross-sectional area. Finally, the effective 

off-axis elastic modulus can be determined by considering the ratio of effective stress to 

the strain *2u l .  
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Figure 4.5. Schematic of a rectangular plate for applied boundary conditions and 

cross section to determine off-axis elastic modulus. 

In accordance with classical continuum mechanics, the off-axis elasticity modulus can be 

written for transversely isotropic materials as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )4 2 2 412

1 12 1 2

21 1 1 1cos cos sin sin
xE E G E E

υθ θ θ θ
⎛ ⎞

= + − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 , (4.1) 

in which θ  is the fiber orientation angle, 1E  and 2E  are the elastic modulus, and 12G  is 

the shear modulus. The subscripts 1 and 2 indicate fiber and its transverse directions, 

respectively. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the peridynamic predictions compare well with Eq. 

(4.1) for the lamina properties given by Satyanarayana et al. (2007). For the fiber 

orientation angles larger than 30o, there is very good agreement between predictions by 

the peridynamic theory and Eq. (4.1) of classical continuum mechanics. However, there 

exits significant deviation between the two predictions, as shown in Fig. 4.6. The 

assumptions of a rectangular fiber cross section and end constraint effects might be the 
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reasons for the deviation, which is not investigated further due to limitations on 

computational resources. However, experimental results given by Kawai et al. (1997) 

show a measured elastic modulus that is larger than that of Eq. (4.1), which is consistent 

with present predictions. Nevertheless, the deviation from Eq. (4.1) in the present study is 

larger than that of experiments, which suggests the present approach is less accurate for 

predicting off-axis moduli of fiber orientation angles less than 30o.  
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Figure 4.6. Variation of elastic modulus with respect to fiber orientation. 

In order to quantify the effect of random fiber distribution, the peridynamic simulations 

were repeated at least twice for each fiber orientations. The difference between the 
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maximum and minimum elastic moduli is shown in Fig. 4.6 as error bars at a specific 

fiber orientation, and the maximum difference is found to be less than 6% of the average 

off-axis elastic modulus. Furthermore, the differences are within the range of deviations 

seen in experimental measurements. Therefore, the present approach is more realistic in 

the sense that differences in material properties of different specimens are captured 

successfully. 

4.3.3. Damage Prediction in Center-Cracked Laminates 

First, lamina orientations of 0°  (fibers running parallel to the x-axis), 90°  (fibers running 

parallel to the y-axis), and 45°  are considered in order to isolate the rather complex 

failure mode of delamination. In other words, laminae with different fiber orientations are 

modeled first to demonstrate the effect of fiber orientation on damage. Then, two- and 

three-ply laminates in which all failure modes are present are considered. The specific 

stacking sequences considered are [ 60 / 60 ]− ° °  for two-ply laminates and [0 / 90 / 0 ]° ° °  

and [0 / 45 / 0 ]° ° °  for three-ply laminates. 

Experiments involving damage are usually performed under quasi-static loading 

conditions to examine composite performance. On the other hand, the present approach 

utilizes explicit time integration, requiring very small time step sizes compared to 

experimental time scales. Due to quasi-static loading conditions and damping, high-

amplitude elastic waves were not observed in the experiments. However, they might be 

present in numerical simulations utilizing explicit time integration if loading is applied at 
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much higher rates to achieve strain levels observed in experiments. In numerical 

simulations with high loading rates, it is observed that high-amplitude elastic waves 

cause premature failure close to boundaries where displacement boundary conditions are 

applied. Thus, adaptive dynamic relaxation is utilized to damp out high-amplitude elastic 

waves. Furthermore, a uniaxial tension is applied gradually by utilizing velocity 

boundary conditions with a velocity of 71.27 10 mm iteration−×  to prevent premature 

failure.  

4.3.4. Effect of Fiber Orientation 

The unidirectional lamina orientations of 0° , 90° , and 45°  are considered in order to 

illustrate the effect of fiber orientation. The damage patterns in each lamina are shown in 

Figs. 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 in the form of contour plots. As shown in Fig. 4.7, the lamina with 

a 0°orientation fails due to splitting arising from shear stress in the matrix, which is 

consistent with the findings of Bogert et al. (2006). As expected, the crack propagates co-

linearly with the initial crack for a lamina with 90°orientation, as shown in Fig. 4.8. In 

the case of a lamina with 45°orientation, the crack grows along the fiber direction, 

creating a 45°  kink angle, as shown in Fig. 4.9. In all cases, the crack propagates parallel 

to the fiber direction, which is consistent with the experimental observations by Wu 

(1968). 
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Figure 4.7. Local damage contour for the 0° lamina. 

 

Figure 4.8. Local damage contour for the 90° lamina. 
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Figure 4.9. Local damage contour for the 45° lamina. 
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4.3.5. Effect of Fiber Distribution 

Damage patterns of different specimens might be experimentally different even if the 

specimens are identical in terms of their sizes, number of laminae, and stacking 

sequences. The discrepancy might come from initial defects such as voids, microcracks, 

waviness, etc. Another reason for discrepancy is that unidirectional composites are 

heterogeneous in nature and fiber locations are different for different specimens, resulting 

in dissimilar damage patterns. Therefore, in the present approach, the fibers are placed 

randomly in each lamina to capture the heterogeneity in laminates. The damage 

prediction in a laminate with a stacking sequence of [ 60 / 60 ]− ° °  is simulated twice to 

capture the effect of random fiber distribution. As shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11, the 

present approach successfully captures different damage patterns even though both 

simulations use identical parameters, except for the fiber distribution. Although both 

simulations predict splitting along the fiber-matrix interface in one laminae and multiple 

splitting in another, damage patterns are almost asymmetric. Therefore, it is essential to 

include the effect of random fiber distribution to realistically simulate damage in 

composites. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.10.Local damage in a [-60°/60°] laminate from the first simulation: (a) 

outer surface of first lamina; (b) interface; (c) outer surface of second 

lamina. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.11.Local damage in a [-60°/60°] laminate from the second simulation: (a) 

outer surface of first lamina; (b) interface; (c) outer surface of second 

lamina. 
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4.3.6. Damage Progression 

Another capability of the present approach is that damage progression can be observed 

for increasing load, as shown in Fig. 4.12 for the laminate with a stacking sequence of 

[ 60 / 60 ]− ° ° . Figs. 4.12a and 4.12c show the damage on the outer surface of the first and 

second lamina respectively, and Fig. 4.12b shows the interfacial damage. Damage starts 

to grow along the fiber directions in both laminae while making a 60°  kink angle near 

the initial crack, as shown in Figs. 4.12a and 4.12c. However, the damage is in the form a 

V-shape at the interface and it is asymmetric due to the stacking sequence, as shown in 

Fig. 4.12b. Since fibers are distributed randomly in each lamina, laminate geometry is not 

exactly asymmetric. From Fig. 4.12c, it can be seen that the crack in the second lamina 

reaches the free boundaries while, from Fig. 4.12a, it is evident that the crack in the first 

lamina stops before reaching the free boundaries. As a result, many dissimilar material 

junctions at the interface between laminae are formed at the intersections of the crack 

located at the second lamina and the fiber-matrix interfaces of the first lamina. Fig. 4.12a 

shows how these material junctions then initiate many cracks, propagating along the fiber 

direction of the first lamina. Furthermore, these parallel cracks then join to form 

extensive delamination with increasing tensile load, as shown in Fig 4.12b.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4.12.Local damage progression in a [-60°/60°] laminate: (a) outer surface of 

first lamina; (b) interface; (c) outer surface of second lamina. 
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4.3.7. Effect of Stacking Sequence 

The local damage pattern on the outer surface of the first ply, the damage along the 

interfaces between the first and second plies and between the second and third plies, 

along with the damage pattern on the outer surface of the third ply are shown in Fig. 4.13 

for the case of a three-ply laminate with a stacking sequence of [0 / 90 / 0 ]° ° ° . The 

predictions capture the extensive delamination between the plies near the crack tip, see 

Figs. 4.13b and 4.13c. Additionally, Figs. 4.13a and 4.13b show the splitting that occurs 

around the crack tip in the top and bottom layers.  

In Fig. 4.14, the local damage patterns for the case of the laminate with a stacking 

sequence of [0 / 45 / 0 ]° ° °  are shown. Fig. 4.14 shows the local damage on the outer 

surface of the first ply, the damage along the interfaces between the first and second plies 

and between the second and third plies, in addition to the damage pattern on the outer 

surface of the third ply. The damage pattern displays some delamination at the interfaces 

due to different ply orientations, as presented in Figs. 4.14b and 4.14c. Similar to the 

experimental observations by Bogert et al. (2006), the delamination pattern is asymmetric 

because of the presence of a [45 ]°  ply. Mathematically expected but physically 

unrealistic symmetry of the damage propagation in the top and bottom plies does not 

emerge in the simulations due to the random distribution of fibers, as shown in Figs. 

4.14a and 4.14d. Furthermore, the multiple splitting around the crack tip is consistent 

with the experimental observation given by Awerbuch and Madhukar (1985). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4.13. Local damage in a [0°/90°/0°] laminate: (a) outer surface of first lamina; 

(b) interface between first and second laminae; (c) interface between 

second and third laminae; (d) outer surface of third lamina. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 4.14. Local damage in a [0°/45°/0°] laminate: (a) outer surface of first lamina; 

(b) interface between first and second laminae; (c) interface between 

second and third laminae; (d) outer surface of third lamina. 
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4.4. Remarks 

The capability of the peridynamic theory to predict damage is presented for laminated 

composites while considering the distinct properties of the fiber and matrix, as well as 

their volume fractions. Specifically, the peridynamic theory is applied to predict damage 

in a lamina, two-ply laminates, and three-ply laminates of different fiber orientations with 

a center crack. The three laminae orientations were 0°, 45°, and 90°, and the laminate lay-

ups were [ 60 / 60 ]− ° ° , [0 / 90 / 0 ]° ° ° , and [0 / 45 / 0 ]° ° ° . The predictions capture the 

correct failure mechanisms of matrix cracking, fiber breakage, and delamination, and 

agree with the experimental observations published in the literature. In the case of a 

lamina, the damage occurred in the direction parallel to the fibers and was primarily 

splitting. The simulation for the laminates revealed that splitting in the top and bottom 

plies, along with delamination, occur close to the initial crack tip. The remarkable 

agreement of the peridynamic predictions with the reported experimental results 

demonstrates the ability of the peridynamic theory to realistically capture failure 

initiation and propagation in composites without resorting to any special treatments. It 

can be concluded that the peridynamic theory is a powerful method that can be employed 

for failure analysis of composite materials. Also, it is evident from the simulations that 

the inhomogeneous nature of the composites must be retained in the failure analysis in 

order to predict the correct failure modes. 
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5. THERMAL PROBLEMS 

5.1. Introduction 

Thermo-mechanical modeling for interconnects and electronic packages is a difficult 

challenge, especially for material interfaces and films under 1 micron dimension.  

Understanding and prediction of their mechanical failure require the simulation of 

material behavior in the presence of multiple length scales. However, the classical 

continuum theory is not capable of predicting failure without a posterior analysis with an 

external crack growth criterion and treats the interfaces having zero thickness.  Hence, 

this chapter presents application of the peridynamic theory to problems involving thermo-

mechanical loadings.  

First, the validity of the new response function given in Sec. 5.2 is established by 

considering a bimaterial strip and two bonded dissimilar plates subjected to a uniform 

temperature change in the absence of any displacement constraints.  Furthermore, a 

rectangular plate is subjected to temperature gradient to attain the performance of the new 

response function under non-uniform temperature loading. The validation is achieved 

through the comparison of displacement fields of the present approach and finite element 

method.  Finally, the damage prediction capability of the peridynamic theory is 

demonstrated by modeling interface failure in bimaterial strip, crack growth in a 

rectangular plate and three-dimensional delamination of bonded dissimilar plates due to 

thermal loads. 
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5.2. Bimaterial Strip Subjected to Uniform Temperature 

A thin bimaterial strip is considered in order to examine the effectiveness of the new 

response function in the presence of uniform temperature loading. The geometry of a 

bimaterial strip is described in Fig. 5.1. The length of the strip is specified as 30 mml = . 

The heights of material strips are denoted by 1 3 mmh =  and 2 1 mmh = . Their thickness 

has a value of 0.1 mmt = . The strip is free of any displacement constraints and is 

subjected to a uniform temperature of 50 Cθ = ° . Both materials are isotropic, and their 

material constants are given in Table 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1. Dimensions and discretization for bimaterial strip. 

The three-dimensional peridynamic model is constructed by discretizing the problem 

domain with cubic regions having an edge length of Δ = 0.1 mm, as shown in Fig. 5.1. 

Moreover, eight integration (collocation) points are placed in cubic regions to reduce the 

equation of motion to its discrete form, Eq. (3.2). The parameter defining the 
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characteristic internal length, , is chosen to be 0.1 mm. Furthermore, a cutoff radius, cr , 

of 0.25 mm is used to reduce the computation time.  

 
Table 5.1. Material properties for bimaterial strip. 

Material 
Number 

Elastic 
Modulus 

(GPa) 

Poisson’s 
Ratio 

Critical 
Stretch, 

0s  

Thermal 
Expansion Coeff. 

(ppm/°C) 

1 5.1 0.25 0.004 50.0 

2 128. 0.25 0.005 16.6 

 

The changes in displacements with increasing number of iterations are presented at two 

specific points along the interface in Fig 5.2. These points are defined by 0.0x = mm and 

15.0x =  mm. The displacement variation in the x-direction is only given at the point 

located at 15.0x =  mm because the displacement at 0.0x = mm is zero due to symmetry. 

The velocity variations of these points are given in Fig. 5.3. As shown in Figs. 5.2 and 

5.3, bimaterial strip reaches its steady-state regime in approximately 10000 iterations. As 

expected, the convergence is slower than that of the beam under tensile loading since the 

bimaterial strip is subjected to bending forces due to the presence of dissimilar materials 

with different coefficients of thermal expansion. Furthermore, displacements in the y-

direction converges to their steady-state values at a slower rate than those in the x–

direction, as in the case of plate with a cutout under tension. 
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Figure 5.2. Displacement variations at the interface for an increasing number of 

iterations: (a) x-direction; (b) y-direction. 
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(b) 

Figure 5.3. Velocity variations at the interface for an increasing number of 

iterations(a) x-direction; (b) y-direction.  
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In order to establish the validity of the peridynamic predictions, the displacement 

components along the interface are compared against the finite element method, using 

SOLID45 elements of ANSYS, a commercially available program. The same 

discretization of the peridynamic model as shown in Fig. 5.1 is also utilized to construct 

the finite element mesh. As shown in Fig. 5.4, the comparisons of displacements along 

the interface indicate very close agreement. Furthermore, the displacements in the 

horizontal and vertical directions are presented in the form of contour plots in Fig. 5.5. 

The coefficient of thermal expansion for material 1 is approximately 3 times that for 

material 2. Therefore, it can be observed in Figs. 5.4b and 5.5b that the bimaterial strip 

bends downward.  

In the damage prediction, the temperature of the strip is increased 45 10 C−× ° at each 

iteration step instead of applying a constant uniform temperature. Fig. 5.6 shows the 

contour plots of local damage given in Eq. (2.25) at different iterations. As expected, two 

cracks initiate at the interface and grow along the interface toward the middle of the strip, 

as shown in Fig. 5.6.  
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Figure 5.4. Comparison against FEM: (a) horizontal; (b) vertical displacements 

along interface. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.5. Peridynamic predictions of displacements: (a) horizontal; (b) vertical 

components. 

 

Figure 5.6. Progression of damage for bimaterial strip subjected to incremental 

thermal load.  
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5.3. Rectangular Plate Subjected to Temperature Gradient 

A thin plate subjected to linear temperature gradient is considered to establish the validity 

of the predictions for non-uniform thermal loadings.  As shown in Fig. 5.7, the length and 

width of the plate are specified as 10 ina =  and 4 inb = , respectively.  Its thickness has 

a value of 0.04 int = .  The plate is free of any displacement constraints and subjected to 

temperature gradient along its longitudinal direction. Temperature difference increases 

linearly from 0 Cθ = °  to 50 Cθ = ° .  This applied temperature gradient can then be 

expressed as 

( ) ( ), , 5 5x y z xθ = +  (5.1) 

in which x is the horizontal position of the material point.  
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Figure 5.7. Plate geometry and its discretization. 
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The plate material is isotropic with Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 710 psiE =  

and 0.25υ = , respectively.  Its coefficient of thermal expansion is specified as α = 24.0 

ppm/ °C. The three-dimensional peridynamic model is constructed by using cubic regions 

with an edge length of 0.04 in as shown in Fig. 5.7. In each cubic region, 8 Gaussian 

integration (collocation) points are placed representing the material points.  The 

temperature change between a pair of material points is taken to be their average values.  

In the response function, the parameter defining internal length,  is chosen to be 0.04 in.  

Furthermore, the cutoff radius, cr  of 0.1 in is utilized to reduce computation time.  

Finally, static solution is achieved by employing the adaptive dynamic relaxation.  

In order to compare the displacement predictions from the peridynamic theory against 

those of finite element method, the finite element model of the plate is constructed by 

using SOLID45 elements of ANSYS, a commercially available program.  The finite 

element model discretization is same as that of peridynamic model.  The comparison of 

the displacement components along the bottom surface, shown in Fig. 5.8, indicates very 

close agreement.  The displacement components in the horizontal and vertical directions 

are also shown in the form of contour plots in Fig. 5.9.  As expected, the horizontal 

displacements increase quadratically as shown in Figs. 5.8a and 5.9a. Furthermore, the 

slope of the horizontal displacements is also zero at x=-5 in due to the applied 

temperature of 0 °C along x=-5 line. As shown Figs. 5.8b and 5.9b, the vertical 

displacements increase linearly along the horizontal direction since applied temperature 

field is independent of y.  
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Figure 5.8. Displacements along bottom surface: (a) horizontal; (b) vertical 

components. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.9. Peridynamic predictions of displacements for rectangular plate: (a) 

horizontal; (b) vertical components. 
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5.4. Plate with Pre-Existing Crack 

After validating the peridynamic predictions, a thin rectangular plate with a pre-crack, 

shown in Fig. 5.10, is considered to demonstrate the capability of peridynamic theory for 

predicting the path of crack propagation under temperature loading.  The length, a, and 

width, b of the plate are specified as 100 mm and 40 mm, respectively.  Its thickness, t, 

has a value of 1.6 mm.  On its lower edge, the plate includes a pre-crack located at a 

distance, l, away from the plate center as shown in Fig. 5.10.  The crack has an initial 

length of 2.5 mm.  The pre-existing crack is introduced prior to first iteration step by 

breaking the interactions of material points which are passing through the crack surface. 

The plate is made of isotropic material whose elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and the 

coefficient of thermal expansion are specified as E=70 GPa, 0.25υ =  and α = 9.0 ppm/ 

°C, respectively.  Also, the critical stretch of the material is specified as 0.0015.  The 

plate is free of any displacement constraints and subjected to linearly increasing 

temperature gradient along its vertical direction. This applied temperature gradient can be 

expressed as 

( ), , 1.5x y z y nθ =  (5.2) 

in which y is the vertical position of the material point and n is the iteration number for 

the adaptive dynamic relaxation.  
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Figure 5.10. Dimensions of plate with pre-existing crack. 

In order to reduce the peridynamic equation into its discrete form, the plate is discretized 

into cubic subdomains with the edge length of Δ = 0.4 mm as shown in Fig. 5.10.  Based 

on Gaussian integration technique, eight integration points are placed into each 

subdomain.  In the response function, the parameter defining internal length,  is chosen 

to be 0.36 mm.  Furthermore, the cutoff radius, cr , of 0.9 mm is utilized to reduce 

computation time.   

Fig. 5.11 presents the crack propagation paths for two different crack locations.  In the 

first case, shown in Fig. 5.11a, the initial crack is located in the middle of the plate 

preserving the symmetry in both geometry and loading with respect to x=0 plane.  As 

expected, the peridynamic theory predicts straight crack growth.  In the second case, 

shown in Fig. 5.11b, the initial crack is located at l=30 mm away from the center of the 
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plate.  The crack growth is curvilinear and it grows towards the center of the plate due to 

a lack of symmetry in geometry. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.11. Local damage contour of crack growth: (a) initial crack is located at 

l=0 mm; (b) initial crack is located at l=30 mm. 
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5.5. Bonded Dissimilar Plates 

In order to demonstrate the three-dimensional displacement field and crack growth 

capabilities of the peridynamic theory, two bonded dissimilar plates are considered as 

shown in Fig. 5.12. The plates are free of any displacement constraints and subjected to a 

uniform temperature as   

( , , ) 50x y z Cθ =  (5.12) 

Their thicknesses and lengths are the same with specified values of t=0.3 mm and l=5 

mm, respectively.  As shown in Fig. 5.12, plates may have two different widths donated 

by w1 and w2.  Both plates are made of isotropic materials whose material properties are 

given in Table 5.2.  The Poisson’s ratio for both materials is 0.25 for as a result of the 

assumed pair-wise interaction between material points.  
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Figure 5.12. Dimensions of bonded dissimilar plates. 
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Table 5.2. Material properties for bonded dissimilar plates. 
Material 
Number 

Elastic Modulus 
(GPa) 

Critical 
Stretch 

Thermal Expansion 
Coeff. (ppm/ °C) 

1 162.7 0.003 2.5 

2 20.0 0.005 30.0 

In order to construct three-dimensional peridynamic model, the plates are discretized into 

cubic subdomains with an edge length of Δ = 0.05 mm as shown in Fig. 5.12. The 

discrete peridynamic equation of motion given by Eq. (3.2) is then formed by employing 

eight collocation (integration) points in each cubic subdomain.  The response function 

parameters defining the internal length,  and the cutoff radius, cr  are specified as 0.05 

mm, and 0.125 mm, respectively. 

The bonded plates are also modeled by employing the SOLID45 elements of ANSYS, a 

commercially available finite element program.  The finite element discretization is the 

same as that of the peridynamic model.  The comparison of the displacement components 

along the interface from the peridynamic theory against finite element method establishes 

its fidelity.  

For the first configuration, the widths of the first and second plates are specified as 

1 2.5w = mm and 2 5.0w = mm.  Fig. 5.13 shows the x and z displacement components 

along the y=0 line at the interface.  The coefficient of thermal expansion for material 1 is 

smaller than that of material 2; thus, plates bend upward as indicated by the z 

displacements shown in Fig. 5.13.  Since the width of plate 1 is smaller than that of plate 

2, x displacements exhibit three distinct sections, and the displacements are almost 
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changing linearly within these sections as shown in Fig. 5.13.  The comparison of 

displacements from the peridynamic theory and finite element method along the interface 

indicate very close agreement.  For the second configuration, the width of the plate 1 is 

increased to 5 mm and Fig. 5.14 displays the y and z displacement components along the 

x=0 line at the interface.  Since both plates have same length, y displacements are near 

linear as shown in Fig. 5.14.  The displacement comparisons also suggest remarkable 

agreement between peridynamic and finite element predictions. 
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Figure 5.13. Comparison of displacements along y=0 and z=0 line. 
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Figure 5.14. Comparison of displacements along x=0 and z=0 line. 

In order to demonstrate the crack initiation and growth capabilities of the peridynamic 

theory, the bonded plates are subjected to linear uniform temperature increase.  This 

loading is achieved by increasing the temperature of the plates with a constant value of 

32 10 C−× °  at each iteration of the adaptive dynamic relaxation. Hence, this temperature 

loading can be expressed as 

( ) 3, , 2 10x y z nθ −= ×  (5.4) 
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in which n is the iteration number for the adaptive dynamic relaxation.  In order to 

capture the effect of plate dimensions on the propagation of delamination, the width of 

the second plate is fixed to be 2 5.0w =  mm while the width of the first plate is specified 

as 1 2.5w = mm for the first simulation and 1 5.0w = mm for the second.  The propagation 

of the damage at the interface is demonstrated in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16 for the first and 

second simulations, respectively.  As expected, delaminations initiate at the corners of the 

first plate as shown in Fig. 5.15.  In the initial stages, the corner cracks form almost 

straight crack fronts until the two crack fronts intersect as shown in Fig. 5.15.  After their 

intersections, crack fronts form elliptical shapes until the plates completely detach.  For 

the second simulation, delaminations also initiate at the corners as shown in Fig. 5.16.  

Because both plates have the same width and length, delamination is symmetric and the 

cracks form circular fronts as shown in Fig. 5.16. The contour plot of z displacements is 

displayed in Fig. 5.17, as well as the three dimensional delamination at the interface of 

the plates resulting in detachment of the plates. 
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Figure 5.15. Contour plot of local damage showing progression of delamination. 

 

Figure 5.16. Contour plot of local damage showing progression of delamination. 
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Figure 5.17. Contour plot of out of plane displacements after delamination.
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5.6. Remarks 

This chapter presents the solution of the problems subjected to thermo-mechanical 

loadings by using the peridynamic theory. Although the major advantage of the 

peridynamic analysis is the ability to determine the location of crack initiation and its 

propagation, the peridynamic predictions are first validated against the FEM predictions 

while excluding damage prediction. The comparisons of displacement components 

indicate very close agreement. In the case of a homogeneous plate with a pre-existing 

crack, subjected to temperature gradient, the simulations reveal that peridynamic analysis 

successfully captures the curvilinear crack growth.  In the case of bonded plates subjected 

to uniform temperature increase, the simulations confirm that peridynamic theory can be 

used to predict three-dimensional crack growth. Because damage is part of the 

constitutive model in peridynamic theory, they initiate at the corners of the plates and 

propagate along the interface without resorting to any crack initiation or growth criteria.   
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6. CONTROLLED CRACK GROWTH 

6.1. Introduction 

A simple experiment performed by Yuse and Sano (1993) generated great interest in the 

field of fracture mechanics because of the controlled nature of the crack propagation.  In 

this experiment, a glass strip is placed between two heat reservoirs as shown in Fig. 6.1 

and it is moved from oven into the water bath at a constant velocity, V.  By placing the 

initial cracks along the bottom edge of the glass plate, Yuse and Sano (1993) were able to 

obtain crack propagation speeds near the plate velocity, V.  The primary importance of 

this experiment is that the crack propagation speeds are much smaller than Rayleigh 

wave speed.  Hence, the fracture process in this experiment is almost quasi-static and is 

free of many complications arising in dynamic fracture (Fineberg and Marder, 1999).  

Similar experiments utilizing two reservoirs were first performed by Hirata (1931).  

These experiments indicated that cracks can nucleate from the sides and bottom of plate 

in the case of high temperature differences between the reservoirs. Hirata (1931) also 

observed that the average number of spontaneously created cracks was nearly 

proportional to the temperature difference and plate width.  Following Hirata’s work, 

Yuse and Sano (1993) observed a transition from straight to oscillating cracks and 

oscillating cracks to branched cracks.  Later, Ronsin et al. (1995) verified the 

observations by Yuse and Sano (1993) through similar experiments while including 

previously unexplored low plate velocity range.  These experiments showed that a critical 

plate width exists for the onset of the crack propagation if the plate width is varied in the 
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experimental setup. Furthermore, the critical width has little dependence on the velocities 

if the plate velocities are small. They also reported that a meniscus of fluctuating size 

forms at the interface between the glass and the water surface.  Hence, they applied 

silanization to the glass plate in order for a constant dynamic contact angle.   
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Figure 6.1. Crack growth in glass plate. 

Ronsin and Perrin (1998) reported that the critical width for crack propagation is 

inversely proportional with the temperature difference.  Their temperature measurements 

showed that temperature gradient variation along the gap, h, shown in Fig. 6.1, is 
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dependent on the velocity of the plate.  Also, the temperature gradient expectedly 

becomes almost a constant with the decreasing plate velocity and the critical plate width 

for oscillation is very sensitive to the thermal field.  

Another interesting phenomenon was revealed by Yuse and Sano (1997) that some of the 

single cracks initially oscillated; however, the amplitude of these oscillations decayed 

with the propagation finally resulting in straight cracks.  Recently, the experimental 

observations by Yang and Ravi-Chandar (2001) showed that the crack growth was not a 

steady process although the plate velocity was kept constant.  Yang and Ravi-Chandar 

(2001) suggested that it was difficult to obtain simple thermal field near the water surface 

due to the large size of the meniscus. 

In addition to a single crack propagation, Yuse and Sano (1997) performed additional 

experiments on glass plates that were seeded with evenly spaced initial cracks through 

scratching.  They reported that these cracks tended to be evenly spaced during their 

propagation even if the initial crack intervals were slightly uneven.  Ronsin and Perrin 

(1997) performed similar experiments using many initial cracks.  They reported that only 

a finite number of these cracks propagated.  Similar to experiments by Yuse and Sano 

(1997), these initial cracks reached a stationary state having evenly spaced straight cracks 

except for the two boundary cracks.  Ronsin and Perrin (1997) also showed that some of 

the cracks started to oscillate with increasing plate width while cracks near the plate 

edges stopped with the decreasing plate width for a fixed number of initial cracks.  

Another observation made by Ronsin and Perrin (1997) was that the cracks in the middle 
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of the plate had their tips at the same length forming a homogeneous crack front. 

Furthermore, the lengths of the confined lateral cracks were smaller than those in the 

middle of the plate. 

In order to explain the phenomena discovered through controlled crack growth, Marder 

(1994) determined the stress field in the vicinity of the crack tip for a two-dimensional 

thermo-elastic problem having a straight crack.  By using the stress field in conjunction 

with the crack path stability criteria provided by Cotterell and Rice (1980), Marder 

(1994) found the primary instability point for crack transition from straight to oscillating. 

Ronsin et al. (1995) showed that the onset of oscillatory crack does not follow stability 

criterion of Cotterell and Rice (1980). Asa-Bedia and Pomeau (1996) utilized the 

principle of local symmetry introduced by Gol'dstein and Salganik (1974) to determine 

the condition for instability as well as the wavelength for oscillation. However, the 

principal of local symmetry was shown to be insufficient as a dynamic crack growth 

criterion by Bouchbinder et al. (2003).  They also derived expressions for the temperature 

field in terms of the gap between the reservoirs and the thermal diffusion length. Their 

expressions showed that temperature distribution becomes linear with the decreasing 

velocity as in the case of experimental results of Ronsin and Perrin (1998).  Furthermore, 

the results of Bouchbinder et al. (2003) suggest that both the critical length for 

oscillations and oscillation wavelength decreases with the increasing plate velocity. 

In addition to the theoretical studies, numerical techniques were also used to simulate the 

controlled crack growth in the glass plate by means of the lattice spring models and finite 
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element method.  Furukawa (1993) predicted oscillatory crack pattern by using two-

dimensional lattice model when the lattice bond force was long range and one of the 

damping coefficients was nonzero in the equation of the motion of the lattice. However, 

Furukawa (1993) did not observe straight crack growth with the available simulation 

parameters. In addition to the oscillatory crack growth, Hayakawa (1994) obtained 

straight crack growth through a two-dimensional lattice model.  He also observed crack 

branching and multiple parallel cracks with increasing temperature gradient. Lattice 

simulations by Pla et al. (2000) revealed that the crack propagation and stability were 

altered significantly by the viscous effects.  In the case of the finite element method, Bahr 

et al. (1995) reported the existence of a jump-like loss of stability analogous to the first-

order phase transition. Ferney et al. (1999) used the cohesive element formulation and 

their results exhibited both oscillatory behavior and crack branching; however, branching 

was favored because of the unrealistically high plate velocities.  

Although these experiments are very simple and eliminate many difficulties arising in 

dynamic fracture, it is clear that the phenomenon discovered through controlled crack 

growth does not appear to be fully explained by the existing theories.  A theory that fully 

explains this phenomenon on crack growth may soon be available.  However, this theory 

still needs to be incorporated into a numerical solution method since most engineering 

problems consist of multiple materials and involve complex geometries requiring 

numerical solutions.  Hence, the finite element method (FEM) might seem to be a logical 

choice due to its robustness and simplicity.  However, the shortcomings arising from the 

undefined displacement derivatives at the geometric discontinuities still remain 
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unresolved. Alternatively, the peridynamic theory avoids these shortcomings by only 

using displacements in its formulation. Hence, peridynamics can capture damage 

initiation and propagation at multiple sites with arbitrary paths inside the material without 

resorting to special crack growth criteria.  

In this chapter, peridynamic theory is therefore utilized for the simulation of controlled 

crack growth in a quenched glass plate. The peridynamic simulations include the cases 

for both single and multiple cracks and the effects of the gap between reservoirs and 

temperature gradient are investigated. Furthermore, the influences of peridynamic 

parameters are numerically examined.  
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6.2. Numerical Results 

The numerical experiments similar to those by Yuse and Sano (1993) are performed to 

demonstrate the capability of peridynamics for damage prediction.  In the experiment by 

Yuse and Sano (1993), thermal stress is applied along a thin glass plate by placing it 

between two heat reservoirs, an oven and a water bath as shown in Fig. 6.1.  There is a 

temperature difference of TΔ  between the oven and the water bath.  The glass plate is 

placed into oven until its temperature reaches that of the oven.  Then, the plate is moved 

towards the water bath with constant velocity, V, as shown in Fig. 6.1.   

As suggested by Ronsin and Perrin (1998), the temperature is assumed to increase 

linearly along the gap between reservoirs and is constant within the reservoirs as shown 

in Fig. 6.2. Hence, the non-uniform temperature field within the plate can be expressed as 

( )( )( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )T y t T H y V t H y V t h H V t y y V t h h= Δ − + − + − − +  (6.1) 

in which t  is the time, ( )H ⋅  is the Heavyside step function, y is the direction as shown in 

Fig. 6.1, V  is the constant velocity of the plate and h is gap between the reservoirs.  

Glass material is assumed to be isotropic.  Its Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio have 

the values of 70.0E GPa=  and 0.25υ = , respectively.  The density and coefficient of 

thermal expansion are specified as 32530.0 /kg mρ =  and 9.0 /ppm Cα = ° , respectively. 

Since the peridynamic analysis involves a dynamic crack propagation, damping is 

introduced through Kelvin-Voigt material model and the viscous damping coefficient ν  
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is assumed to have the value of 83 10−× . Furthermore, the time step size of 810−  sec is 

utilized for explicit time integration.  
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Figure 6.2. Temperature distribution along y axis. 
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6.2.1. Single Crack 

Yuse and Sano (1993) observed that thermal stresses are large enough to propagate an 

existing small pre-existing crack in the glass plate prior to testing.  Depending on the 

specimen size and the temperature difference TΔ , their experiments showed that there 

are three different types of crack propagation paths: a straight crack, oscillating crack and 

branched crack.  Hence, a thin glass plate having single initial crack is modeled to 

investigate the capability of peridynamics.  The geometry of the plate is illustrated in Fig. 

6.3. The glass plate has a width, W , of 24 mm, a length, L, of 64 mm and a thickness, t, 

of 0.4 mm. In the construction of the three-dimensional peridynamic model, the plate is 

divided into cubic subdomains with the edge length of 0.4mmΔ =  as illustrated in Fig. 

6.3. Consequently, eight integration points are placed into each subdomain to assemble 

the discrete peridynamic equations given by Eq. (3.2). After the model generation, an 

initial inclined small crack is introduced on the bottom side of the plate as shown in Fig. 

6.3 by not allowing interactions passing through the crack surfaces.  In other words, the 

value of function μ  in Eq. (2.24) is set to zero when the relative position vector �  and 

the crack surfaces intersect. The inclined crack is herein necessary because a straight 

crack located in the middle of the plate preserves perfect symmetric with respect to x=0 

plate.  Hence, numerical results will tend to be symmetric and this symmetry eliminates 

any possibility of non-symmetric oscillatory crack growth.  In order to perturb the 

symmetry, it is also possible to introduce an initial straight crack located at 0x ≠ .  

However, the inclined crack is herein chosen since its shape resembles that of oscillatory 
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crack.  The inclined crack can completely be defined by the parameters, xδ  and yδ .  In 

this study, the length parameters, xδ  and yδ  are defined to be 1.2 mm and 3.0 mm, 

respectively. The numerical simulations using different values of these parameters are 

found to give similar results as those of presented subsequently.  
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Figure 6.3. Dimensions and discretization of glass plate for single crack. 

Similar to the experimental results given in the literature, the initial crack starts to 

propagate when the temperature difference reaches a certain value between the water bath 

and the oven.  Table 6.1 summarizes the minimum temperature differences to grow the 

crack for different cases using different simulation parameters. As seen in Table 6.1, the 
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internal length, , and plate velocity, V, have very small effect on the minimum 

temperature difference for crack propagation. The experimental measurements of Ronsin 

and Perrin (1998) shows that temperature field changes significantly with the increasing 

plate velocity but temperature variation approaches to that shown in Fig. 6.2 for small 

plate velocities.  Furthermore, the measurements of Ronsin and Perrin (1998) also show 

that the minimum plate length for crack propagation becomes almost constant for small 

plate velocities when the temperature difference is fixed.  Since the temperature 

distribution shown in Fig. 6.2 is similar to that for small plate velocities, the plate 

velocity expectedly does not change the minimum temperature for straight crack 

propagation. As given in Table 6.1, the viscous damping coefficient seems to affect the 

minimum temperature similar to investigation by Pla et al. (2000). However, the effect is 

minimal as compared to the effects of the gap, h, and the critical stretch, 0s . The 

minimum temperature changes rapidly with increasing the gap, h, as shown in Fig. 6.4. 

Furthermore, the slope of the curve slightly increases with increasing the gap, h as shown 

in Fig. 6.4.  As expected, the critical stretch significantly affects the minimum 

temperature as given in Table 6.1 and predictions indicate that the minimum temperature 

is linearly dependent on the critical stretch. 
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Table 6.1. Minimum temperature for crack growth 

Case 

Number 

Internal 

length 

(mm) 

Viscous 

damping 

coeff. 

Critical 

stretch 

Gap (mm) Velocity 

(m/sec) 

Min. temp. 

for crack 

growth 

1 0.36 1.0E-9 0.015 10 5 257 

2 0.36 1.0E-8 0.015 10 5 263 

3 0.36 3.0E-8 0.015 10 2.5 264 

4 0.36 3.0E-8 0.015 10 5 264 

5 0.36 3.0E-8 0.015 10 10 264 

6 0.36 3.0E-8 0.015 5 5 149 

7 0.4 3.0E-8 0.015 5 5 150 

8 0.4 3.0E-8 0.015 7.5 5 202 

9 0.4 3.0E-8 0.015 10 5 267 

10 0.4 3.0E-8 0.015 12.5 5 334 

11 0.4 3.0E-8 0.02 10 5 356 

12 0.4 3.0E-8 0.025 10 5 446 

13 0.45 3.0E-8 0.015 10 5 270 

 

Peridynamic simulations show various crack growth patterns as shown in Figs.6.5-6.12 as 

contour plots of local damage given in Eq. (2.25) and the case numbers in these figures 

indicate simulations using the parameters given in Table 6.1. The straight crack growth is 

observed for small temperature differences as shown in Fig. 6.5. When temperature 

difference is increased, the crack propagates straight after the initial oscillation as shown 

in Fig. 6.6. At further increased temperature differences, the crack branching occurs after 

the initial growth as shown in Fig. 6.7.  Furthermore, one of the branches stops growing 
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while the second branch moves towards the plate center. In some cases, the crack 

branching occurs but only one branch grows with some oscillations as shown in Fig. 6.8. 

If the temperature is further increased, multiple crack branching is observed but only one 

of the branches propagates as shown in Fig. 6.9.  When the certain temperature difference 

is reached, both branches grow as shown in Fig. 6.10 in certain cases and multiple 

branching is obtained in other cases as shown in Fig. 6.11. For very high temperature 

differences, other cracks initiate on the bottom of the plate and they propagate while 

forming very complex crack patterns as shown in Fig. 6.12. Numerical results indicate 

that peridynamic theory can capture most of the phenomena observed in the experiments. 

The straight crack growth is easy to obtain and the range of temperature difference is 

larger than 300 C°  for most of the cases given in Table 6.1. However, the temperature 

range is very small for oscillating crack. The cracks branch instead of oscillating. 

According to predictions of Bouchbinder et al. (2003), the wavelength of oscillating 

cracks decreases with increasing plate velocity. Furthermore, the present plate velocities 

are higher than those reported by Bouchbinder et al. (2003). Perhaps, the wavelength is 

very small such that the cracks seem to grow straight. However, it is not possible to 

confirm this due to the lack of enough computational resources.  
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Figure 6.4. Minimum temperature difference for crack growth with increasing gap. 

 

Figure 6.5. Straight crack growth using parameters of case 4 for 300T CΔ = ° .  
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Figure 6.6. Oscillating and straight crack growth using parameters of case 3 for 

525T CΔ = ° .   

 

Figure 6.7. Crack branching using parameters of case 13 for 560T CΔ = ° .  
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Figure 6.8. Crack branching and oscillation using parameters of case 2 for 

530T CΔ = ° . 

 

Figure 6.9. Multiple crack branching using parameters of case 13 for 600T CΔ = ° .  
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Figure 6.10. Crack branching resulting in two parallel cracks using parameters of 

case 5 for 750T CΔ = ° .  

 

Figure 6.11. Complex crack branching resulting in two parallel cracks using 

parameters of case 11 for 1200T CΔ = ° .  
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Figure 6.12. Crack branching initiation using parameters of case 3 for 

2500T CΔ = ° . 
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6.2.2. Multiple Cracks 

Glass plates with multiple cracks are experimentally investigated by Ronsin and Perrin 

(1997) and Yuse and Sano (1997). In order to determine if peridynamics can capture 

these experimental results, rectangular glass plates with initial cracks are modeled using 

the peridynamic theory. The geometry of the plate is illustrated in Fig. 6.13.  The width, 

W , length, L, and thickness, t are specified to be 48 mm, 64 mm and 0.4 mm, 

respectively.  Furthermore, the gap, h, is chosen to be 10 mm and the internal length, , 

is specified to be 0.36 mm.  Similar to single crack cases, the plate is discretized into 

cubic subdomains with the edge length of 0.4mmΔ =  as illustrated in Fig. 6.13. Eight 

integration points are then placed into each subdomain to form the discrete peridynamic 

equations given by Eq. (3.2). After discretization, the initial cracks are introduced by 

eliminating the interactions passing through the crack surfaces. Finally, plates having 

different number of cracks and temperature difference between the reservoirs are 

simulated using the present method.  
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Figure 6.13. Dimensions and discretization of glass plate for multiple cracks. 

Peridynamic simulations for multiple cracks predict different crack growth patterns as 

shown in Figs.6.14-6.20 as contour plots of local damage given in Eq. (2.25). As reported 

by Ronsin and Perrin (1997), the tip locations of the confined lateral cracks are lower 

than those located in the middle of the plate as shown in Fig. 6.14 for plate containing 

five initial cracks. When the number of initial cracks is increased to six, the two cracks 

near the edges do not grow and the remaining cracks propagate as shown in Fig. 6.15. 

Furthermore, the two propagating outside cracks turn towards the edges to fill the space 

vacated by the arrested cracks. The middle cracks also redistribute to form regularly 

spaced cracks. When the number of cracks is further increased to ten, only four of the 

cracks propagate as shown in Fig. 6.16. The simulations indicate that it is possible to 
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grow five parallel cracks but it reduces to four straight cracks with small disturbances 

which is consistent with the experimental results of Ronsin and Perrin (1997) in the sense 

that there is an upper limit on the number of cracks which can propagate inside a specific 

plate. When the temperature difference, TΔ , is increased from 450 C°  to 600 C°  for the 

plate with ten initial cracks, only four of the cracks propagate as shown in Fig. 6.17. 

Furthermore, the propagating cracks near the edges branch out. However, only one of the 

branches stops growing as shown in Fig. 6.17. If the number of cracks increased into 

sixteen, only four of the cracks propagate but the spacing between middle and outside 

cracks is larger than that of ten initial cracks as shown in Fig. 6.18. The outside crack 

again branches but they cause the arrest of middle cracks.  However, four straight cracks 

emerge after the transient regime having multiple branching as shown in Fig. 6.18. 

Simulations with inclined cracks give similar results as shown in Figs. 6.19 and 6.20 

although the crack patterns are different. If the number of initial cracks are small as 

shown in Fig. 6.19, crack branching is observed and some of the cracks come to arrest 

due to branching. When the number of cracks is increased, some of the cracks do not 

propagate as shown in Fig. 6.20.  
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Figure 6.14. Plate with 5 initial cracks results in straight crack growth for 

450T CΔ = ° .  

 

Figure 6.15. Plate with 6 initial cracks results in 4 straight crack for 450T CΔ = ° . 
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Figure 6.16. Plate with 10 initial cracks results in straight crack growth for 

450T CΔ = ° . 

 

Figure 6.17. Plate with 10 initial cracks results in 4 growing cracks with branching 

for 600T CΔ = ° . 
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Figure 6.18. Plate with 16 initial cracks results in branching and crack arrest for 

600T CΔ = ° . 

 

Figure 6.19. Plate with 3 inclined initial cracks results in crack branching for 

600T CΔ = ° . 
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Figure 6.20. Plate with 7 inclined initial cracks results in straight crack growth for 

600T CΔ = ° . 
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6.6. Remarks 

The peridynamic theory is used to simulate crack growth in a glass plate containing 

single and multiple initial cracks. Furthermore, the effects of the gap between reservoirs 

and temperature gradient are investigated.  In the case of a glass plate with a single initial 

crack, the minimum temperature is determined for straight crack propagation. The range 

of temperature is found to be large for straight crack propagation.  Hence, it is easy to 

obtain straight crack growth. However, the temperature range for oscillating crack is very 

small to determine. According to the predictions of Bouchbinder et al. (2003), the 

wavelength of oscillating cracks decreases with increasing plate velocity. The wavelength 

may be very small that the cracks seem to grow straight. However, it is not possible to 

confirm this due to lack of enough computational resources. The numerical results also 

indicate that the critical stretch and the gap between the oven and the water bath are the 

most important parameters. Slight changes on these parameters significantly affect the 

minimum temperatures. 

In the case of a plate with multiple initial cracks, simulations predict that there is an 

upper limit on the number of propagating cracks for a given plate. Furthermore, the 

cracks tend to redistribute so that they have equal spacing among them as consistent with 

the experiments. The tips of the cracks located near the plate edges are lower than those 

in the middle as observed in the experiments. Hence, it appears that peridynamic theory is 

capable of capturing the phenomenon observed during the experiments for quenched 

glass plates.   
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7. STABILITY ANALYSIS 

7.1. Introduction 

Although the buckling of elastic columns was first investigated in 18th century by Euler, 

the stability of structures continues to remain as a relevant engineering concern in 

structural design since the cost effective design can be achieved with the minimization of 

the design weight.  On the contrary, the weight reduction often makes designs susceptible 

to failure due to buckling. Therefore, buckling problems have been extensively studied 

theoretically and experimentally for many material systems and structures. For instance, 

Timoshenko (1936) studied buckling of beams, thin plates and shells using analytical 

methods. Koiter (1963) provided a general theory for the post-buckling behavior. 

Gallagher (1975) used finite element method in conjunction with the perturbation 

procedures to determine bifurcation points of buckling.  Moreover, Jegley (2006) 

suggested that the structural weight can further be reduced by allowing structural 

components such as wing skins to buckle at load levels below their design ultimate load. 

Hence, it is important to understand the buckling behavior of the structures for reliable 

designs, especially in the presence of imperfections which may trigger local failure.   

Since Euler’s theoretical analysis of columns, many conditions governing the stability of 

structural components such as bars, plates and shells were addressed within the realm of 

classical continuum theory.  The development of finite element method made possible 

their analysis with complex geometries and it became an effective way.  However, finite 

element method may require remeshing or cohesive elements for simultaneous prediction 
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of structural stability and failure initiation and growth.  Alternatively, the peridynamic 

theory could be considered but the elastic stability of structures has not yet been studied 

using the peridynamic theory. Therefore, this chapter investigates the elastic stability of 

simple structures to determine buckling characteristics of the peridynamic theory by 

considering two sets of problems.  

First, a column with rectangular cross-section is considered to determine critical buckling 

loads.  A small geometrical imperfection in the form of slit is introduced to promote 

buckling and crack initiation and its growth.  The effects of the cross-sectional area and 

boundary conditions are also investigated and compared against Euler beam predictions.  

Second, a fully clamped rectangular flat plate subjected to uniform temperature load is 

considered.  In order to promote buckling, an imperfection is introduced in the form of 

rectangular groove in the middle of the plate.  

Initial imperfection is commonly utilized to determine the bifurcation points of structural 

buckling.  A geometric imperfection is a small region removed from the domain to 

eliminate the geometric symmetry.  The bifurcation point is identified as the point at 

which nonlinear solution deviates from its fundamental path in the load-displacement 

response.   
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7.2. Column Subjected to Uniaxial Compression 

A column with a rectangular cross-section is considered to determine the buckling load. 

The geometry of the rectangular column is described in Fig. 7.1. The critical buckling 

loads are determined for four different boundary conditions: clamped-clamped, clamped-

free, clamped-hinged and hinged-hinged. Their corresponding critical loads for 

bifurcation are given by Crandall et al. (1978) as 

2crit
EIF c
l

=  (7.1) 

in which E  is the Young’s modulus and l  is the length of the column as shown in Fig. 

7.1. The coefficient c  depends on the boundary conditions, and its value as 24π  for 

clamped-clamped, 2 4π  for clamped-free, 20.2 for clamped-hinged and 2π  for hinged-

hinged boundary conditions.  The moment of inertia I  for a rectangular cross-section can 

be expressed as 

3

12
bhI = . (7.2) 

in which b  and h  are the edge lengths of the column as shown in Fig. 7.1.   
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Figure 7.1. Dimensions and discretization of rectangular column.  

The three-dimensional peridynamic model is constructed to obtain the steady-state 

displacement field in the rectangular column under displacement controlled compression 

load.  The material is assumed to be isotropic with Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio 

of 710 psiE =  and 0.25υ = , respectively.  The column is discretized into subdomains 

through the use of cubic regions with an edge length of 0.05inΔ =  as illustrated in Fig. 

7.1.  Eight integration (collocation) points, based on Gaussian integration scheme, are 

then placed into subdomains to reduce the equation of motion to its discrete form given 

by Eq. (3.2). The parameter defining the internal length,  and the cutoff radius, cr  are 

chosen to be 0.05 in and 0.125 in, respectively.  

The compression loads are applied as prescribed displacements along y direction and 

these displacements are varied to determine different points on the load-displacement 

response.  On the other hand, point and surface boundary conditions cannot be applied 
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directly since nonlocal nature of peridynamic theory necessitates boundary conditions to 

be applied over a volume.  Therefore, the clamped boundary conditions are applied over 

rectangular region with length of 1 0.125l =  in as shown in Fig. 7.2a. The displacement 

components in x and z directions are set to zero in this region to achieve clamped 

conditions.  Hence, the clamped boundary conditions can be expressed conditions as 

1{0, ,0}  at  / 2 / 2, / 2 / 2, and / 2 / 2T
cu h x h l l y l b z b= − − < < − < < − < <u  (7.3) 

in which cu  is the applied displacement and the coordinate system is located in the 

geometric center of the column.  In the case of free and hinged boundary conditions, the 

boundary regions are chosen to be much smaller than one of clamped regions as shown in 

Fig. 7.2b.  The geometry is rectangular prism with length 1 0.025l =  in, height 1 0.05h =  

in, and width 1 0.05b =  in as illustrated in Fig 7.2b.  Furthermore, the boundary 

conditions can be written as 

1 1 1 1 1  at  / 2 / 2, / 2 / 2, and / 2 / 2y cu u h x h l l y l b z b= − − < < − < < − < <  (7.4) 

and  

1 1 1 1 1{0, ,0}  at  / 2 / 2, / 2 / 2, and / 2 / 2T
cu h x h l l y l b z b= − − < < − < < − < <u  (7.5) 

for free and hinged boundary conditions, respectively. The displacement, yu , indicates 

the y-component of the displacement vector, u. In order to find applied load due to 
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displacement boundary conditions, the cross-sections are introduced as illustrated in Fig. 

7.1.  The force applied to domain +Ω  by −Ω  can then be determined by using Eq. (2.31).  

h
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z x
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(a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 7.2. Regions where boundary conditions are applied: (a) clamped; (b) 

hinged and free.  

As illustrated in Fig. 7.1, a small geometrical imperfection in the form of slit is 

introduced to promote buckling and the slit dimensions are labeled as 1δ  and 2δ .  In order 

to demonstrate the convergence of the adaptive dynamic relaxation for buckling, a beam 

with a square cross section is first considered, and both edge lengths, b and h are 

specified as 0.4 in. and its length, l  is 10 in.  The three-dimensional peridynamic model 

is constructed to obtain steady-state displacement field in the rectangular beam under 

displacement controlled compression load.  The compression load is applied as 

displacement of 0.05cu =  in along y direction over the volumes shown in Fig. 7.2a. 
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Furthermore, other displacement components are set to zero in boundary region to 

achieve clamped boundary conditions.  The dimensions of the geometrical imperfection 

are specified to be 1 0.02δ =  in and 2 0.1δ =  in.  Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 present variations of 

displacement and velocity with increasing number of interactions, respectively while the 

corresponding force computed using Eq. (2.31) is given in Fig. 7.5.  In the beginning, the 

extensional frequencies are damped effectively but bending frequencies are over 

dampened. Therefore, the beam reaches an unstable equilibrium in less than 1000 

iterations in which the force reaches value that is much higher then the buckling load as 

shown in Fig. 7.5.  After the extensional frequencies are dampened out, the beam 

develops velocities along x direction due to the geometrical imperfection as shown in Fig. 

7.5.  As a result, the dynamic relaxation method guides the beam into its stable buckled 

state where the force reduces to critical buckling load as shown in Fig. 7.5.  As shown in 

Figs. 7.3-7.5, it takes approximately 15000 iterations to reach converged results.   
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Figure 7.3. Displacement variation at beam center for increasing number of 

iterations for beam buckling. 
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Figure 7.4. Velocity variation at beam center for increasing number of iterations 

for beam buckling. 
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Figure 7.5. Force variation at beam center for increasing number of iterations for 

beam buckling. 

The buckling response of the column is also obtained by using ANSYS, a commercially 

available finite element program. The discretization is achieved by using SOLID45 

elements.  In the finite element model, nodes located at x=-5 in and x=5 in are subjected 

to axial displacement of 0.05 in.  Furthermore, these nodes are fixed x and z directions to 

obtain clamped boundary conditions.   

Due to geometric nonlinearity, axial displacements are applied incrementally in 100 load 

steps by using LSSOLVE command of ANSYS.  Fig. 7.6 shows comparisons of axial and 

lateral displacements along the x=0 and z=0 line.  Present results compare well against 

the finite element predictions. Furthermore, Fig. 7.7 displays the contour plot for lateral 

displacements of the peridynamic theory after reaching the steady state regime. 
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Figure 7.6. Comparison of displacements: (a) axial and (b) lateral displacements.  
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Figure 7.7. Contour plot of displacements in x direction after buckling. 

In order to determine the effect of slit size on the buckling loads, 2δ  is specified as 0.1 in 

and 1δ  is varied from 0.005 in to 0.02 in for clamped-clamped boundary condition. As 

shown in Fig. 7.8a, the buckling loads are insensitive to the size of the slit in specified 

range.  Therefore, the slit size 1δ  is specified as 0.01 in for all other boundary conditions. 

However, the slit size affects the initial load-displacement path at the column center as 

shown in Fig. 7.8b.  As expected, the transverse displacements at the column center 

deviate by small amount from the fundamental path with increasing imperfection size.  
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Figure 7.8. Load-deflection curves for different perturbations for clamped-clamped 

boundary conditions: (a) buckling; (b) pre-buckling.  
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Table 7.1 summarizes buckling loads determined using peridynamics and Eq. (7.1) for 

different boundary conditions and column sizes.  As observed in Table 7.1, the buckling 

loads of present study agree well with those of Eq. (7.1) for different boundary 

conditions.  The difference in results is less than 15%.  According to Eq (7.1), the critical 

buckling load is linearly proportional with column width and inversely proportional with 

length squared which is consistent with predictions of present approach.   

Table 7.1. Buckling loads. 

Boundary 

Condition 

l (in) b (in) h (in) Load 

(lb) 

Eq. (7.1) 

(lb) 

Difference 

Clamped-Clamped 10.0 0.4 0.4 7.6E3 8.4E3 9.5% 

Clamped-Free 10.0 0.4 0.4 5.0E2 5.3E2 5.7% 

Clamped-Hinged 10.0 0.4 0.4 4.0E3 4.3E3 7.0% 

Hinged-Hinged 10.0 0.4 0.4 2.0E3 2.1E3 4.8% 

Clamped-Clamped 10.0 0.4 0.6 1.2E4 1.3E3 7.7% 

Clamped-Clamped 5.0 0.4 0.4 2.9E4 3.4E4 14.7% 

 

Furthermore, a square cross sectioned column is considered to demonstrate the damage 

prediction capabilities of the peridynamic theory. Hence, the edge lengths, b and h are 

both specified as 0.8 in. and column length, l , is chosen to be 10 in.  Moreover, the 

dimensions of the geometrical imperfection are specified to be 1 0.04δ =  in and 2 0.1δ =  
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in.  The critical stretch, 0s , is assumed to be 0.0025.  As explained in Sec. 3.7.4, high 

loading rates might generate traveling waves with large amplitudes. Accordingly, 

premature failure might be observed at the boundary regions since the critical stretch will 

be locally reached as a result of large wave amplitudes. Hence, the displacement 

boundary conditions are applied incrementally by increasing the axial displacements with 

the constant rate of 72.5 10−×  in per iteration of the adaptive dynamic relaxation. Hence, 

the applied boundary condition can be written as 

7
1

7
1

{0, 2.5 10 , 0} for / 2 / 2 and  ,
{0, 2.5 10 , 0} for / 2 / 2  and  ,

T n l l y l x z
n l y l l x z

−

−

⎧ − × − < < ∀
= ⎨

× − < < − + ∀⎩
u  (7.6) 

 in which n indicates iteration number for the adaptive dynamic relaxation. In order to 

monitor increase of axial force, cross section is introduced at y=2.5 in as illustrated in 

Fig. 7.1.  Furthermore, the axial force is computed by using Eq. (2.31).  Fig. 7.9 shows 

the axial compression force with increasing applied displacements at the boundary 

region.  Because displacement boundary conditions are applied incrementally, the axial 

force increases linearly until buckling.  As expected, the axial force drops rapidly to zero 

after column failure as a result of buckling.  Furthermore, Fig. 7.10 shows the failure 

progression as contour plots of local damage given by Eq. (2.25). As shown in Fig. 7.10a, 

failure initiates at the geometric imperfection.  After initiation, two cracks form and they 

propagate symmetrically due to geometric symmetry as shown in Fig. 7.10b.  Finally, 

these cracks propagate all the way through the cross section resulting in the ultimate 

failure of the column as shown in Fig. 7.10c. 
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Figure 7.9. Compression force with increasing end displacement. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7.10. Damage contour of beam: (a) crack initiation; (b) crack growth; (c) 

ultimate failure. 
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7.3. Rectangular Plate Subjected to Uniform Temperature Load 

In order to determine the critical buckling temperature, the three-dimensional 

peridynamic model is constructed to obtain steady-state displacement field in the 

rectangular plates under uniform temperature load.  The plate is flat and fully clamped 

both in plane and out of plane directions at the edges. The material is assumed to be 

isotropic with Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 75GPaE =  and 0.25υ = , 

respectively.  The plate is discretized into subdomains through the use of cubic regions 

with edge lengths of 0.635mmΔ =  as illustrated in Fig. 7.11.  Eight integration 

(collocation) points, based on Gaussian integration scheme, are then placed into 

subdomains to reduce the equation of motion into its discrete form, Eq. (3.2). The 

parameter defining the internal length,  and the cutoff radius, cr  are chosen to be 0.508 

mm and 1.27 mm, respectively. Moreover, an imperfection is utilized to promote 

buckling by introducing a rectangular groove in the middle of the plate as shown in Fig. 

7.11. The dimensions are taken to be 1 0.3175mmδ =  in the out of plane direction and 

2 1.27 mmδ =  in the in plane directions.  
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Figure 7.11. Dimensions and discretization of rectangular plate  

Typical deformed configuration after buckling is shown in Fig. 7.12 as contour plot of 

transverse displacements.  As expected, first buckling mode is observed.  In order to 

determine the buckling temperature, the plate is subjected to different temperature 

loadings and its steady-state solution is determined by using the adaptive dynamic 

relaxation method.  Finally, the transverse displacements in the middle of the plate are 

extracted from these solutions to determine the deflection-temperature response of the 

plate as shown in Fig. 7.13.  The buckling temperature at bifurcation is chosen to be the 

one where transverse displacement deviates significantly from fundamental path. Table 

7.2 recaps computed critical buckling temperatures for different plate dimensions and 

material properties.  As expected, the critical buckling temperature is independent of 

Young’s modulus but it is transversely proportional with the coefficient of thermal 
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expansion as tabulated in Table 7.2.  Furthermore, the critical buckling temperature 

expectedly decreases with increasing plate size.  

Table 7.2. Buckling temperatures. 

l (mm) b (mm) CTE 

(1/ C° ) 

Young’s 

Modulus (GPa) 

Temperature 

( C° ) 

127.0 127.0 624.0 10−×  75.0 90.0 

127.0 63.5 624.0 10−×  75.0 275.0 

127.0 63.5 648.0 10−×  75.0 137.5 

127.0 63.5 624.0 10−×  150.0 275.0 

 

Figure 7.12. Contour plot of transverse deflections for the 127.0x 63.5x3.175 mm3 

plate at 300 oC. 
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Figure 7.13. Center deflections in transverse direction for the 127.0x 63.5x3.175 mm3 

plate. 
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7.4. Remarks 

This chapter presents the capability of the peridynamic theory to predict buckling loads 

and temperatures. Specifically, the peridynamic theory is applied to predict critical 

buckling load of rectangular columns under compression and critical buckling 

temperature of rectangular plates under uniform temperature. The problems involving 

rectangular columns are showed that there is very good agreement between buckling 

loads of present approach and Euler beam. Moreover, it has been shown that the effects 

of cross-section area and boundary conditions in the peridynamic theory are very similar 

to those of classical continuum mechanics. In the case of determining critical buckling 

temperature, rectangular plates are fully clamped both in plane and out of plane directions 

at the edges and subjected to uniform temperature. By varying temperature load, 

deflection-temperature response is established from which the critical buckling 

temperature is extracted. It has been revealed that buckling temperature is independent of 

Young’s modulus of the plate. However, buckling temperature is found to be transversely 

proportional with the coefficient of thermal expansion. Furthermore, reducing plate 

dimensions expectedly increased buckling temperature. It has also been demonstrated 

that perturbation method can be utilized to determine buckling characteristics of the 

peridynamic theory in which geometrical imperfections are introduced to destroy the 

geometrical symmetry.  
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8. COUPLING WITH THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

8.1. Introduction 

Over the past decades, the finite element method has become the most commonly 

accepted technique for the numerical solution of the equations of classical continuum 

mechanics.  The success of finite element method comes from its straightforward 

formulation which primarily involves three basic steps. The first step is the approximate 

representation of the equations by either variational or weighted residual method.  The 

second step concerns construction of system of governing algebraic equations by 

discretizing the region into finite elements.  The last step involves the effective solution 

of the finite element equations.  There are many available commercial computer 

programs such as ANSYS, ABAQUS, etc. and these programs enable the analysis of 

many engineering problems without much difficulty.  However, the use of the finite 

element method can be quite challenging for damage prediction.  This difficulty arises 

from presence of spatial derivatives of displacements in the equations of classical 

continuum mechanics.  These derivatives are undefined when the displacements are 

discontinuous, such as across cracks or interfaces.  Hence, the finite element method 

require external criterion for crack initiation and propagation. 

In contrast, the peridynamic theory provides deformation as well as damage initiation and 

growth without resorting to external criterion since material failure is invoked into the 

material response. However, it is computationally more demanding as compared to the 

finite element method.  Furthermore, the finite element is very effective for modeling 
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problems without damage.  Hence, this chapter presents an approach to couple the 

peridynamic theory and finite element method to take advantage of their salient features.  

Hence, the regions involving failure modeled using the peridynamic theory while finite 

element method is utilized for the regions without failure.  The coupling introduces an 

overlap region in which both peridynamic and finite element equations are used 

simultaneously.  It should be worth noting that another method, introduced by Macek and 

Silling (2007), provides coupling by representing peridynamic interactions with truss 

elements and using embedded element technique for the overlap region in ABAQUS.  

Finally, present approach is demonstrated through simple problems and predictions of 

present approach are compared against both peridynamic theory and finite element 

method.  Furthermore, the damage simulation results for present method are 

demonstrated by considering a plate with a circular cutout. 
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8.2. Finite Element Equations 

The theory for the development of finite element method is well established (Belytschko, 

1983, Bathe, 1982, and Zienkiewicz, 1977); however, this section briefly describes the 

assembly of finite element equations and solution of assembled equations using the 

adaptive dynamic relaxation technique.  The present study utilizes direct assembly of 

finite element equations without constructing the global stiffness matrix.  Hence, the 

element stiffness vector can be expressed as 

( ) ( ) ( )e e e=f k u  (8.1) 

in which ( )ek  is the element stiffness matrix described in Appendix B and ( )eu  is the 

vector representing the nodal displacements of the eth element. The element stiffness 

vector, ( )ef , includes internal forces resulting from the deformation of the element.  They 

can be assembled into a global array of internal forces by using the convention of 

Belytschko (1983) as 

int ( )e

e
=f Af  (8.2) 

where A is the assembly operator.  These operations are strictly performed as additions. 

Finally, the equations of motion for adaptive dynamic relaxation can be written as 

1n n n
nc −+ =u u M F  (8.3) 
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in which M is the mass matrix, c is the damping coefficient and n indicates the nth time 

increment. The force vector F can be expressed as 

int( ) ( )n ext n nt= −F f f u  (8.4) 

where t is time and extf  is the vector of external forces.  As suggested by Underwood 

(1983), components of the diagonal mass matrix can be effectively computed using 

21
4ii ij

j
m t K≥ Δ ∑  (8.5) 

where ijK  is the global stiffness matrix.  However, the global stiffness matrix necessitates 

the use of large computer memory which is herein avoided by constructing mass matrix 

approximately as 

=M I m  (8.6) 

in which I is identity matrix. The mass vector, m , is constructed as 

( )ˆ e

e
=m A m   (8.7) 

where the components of vector ( )ˆ em  can be written as 

8
( ) ( )

1

ˆ e e
i ij

j
m k

=

= ∑  (8.8) 
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in which ( )e
ijk  indicates the components of element stiffness matrix given in Appendix B. 

This approach for the construction of mass matrix is not as effective as that of given in 

Eq. (8.5).  However, it is not intended in this study to present numerically efficient 

adaptive dynamic relaxation method for finite element method and the choice of this 

method is solely based on simplicity of the numerical implementation.  The components 

of the mass matrix given in Eq. (8.6) always satisfy the inequality given in Eq. (8.5) 

because the construction of global matrix involves addition of positive and negative 

values, and present approach uses summation of their absolute values. 

8.3. Coupled Equations 

In order to take full advantage of the peridynamic theory and finite element method, the 

domain of interest is partitioned into two regions as shown in Fig. 8.1a.  These regions 

are modeled by using the finite element method and the peridynamic theory as shown in 

Fig. 8.1a.  In order to reduce the peridynamic equation of motion to its discrete form, the 

peridynamic region is discretized into subdomains as shown in Fig. 8.1b.  Gaussian 

integration points are placed into each subdomain as illustrated in Fig. 8.1b.  As 

explained by Sec.3.2, subdomains with different shapes can be utilized during the 

discretizations.  However, only subdomains with hexahedral shape are considered for 

simplicity and volume integration is performed by employing eight integration points in 

this chapter. 
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Figure 8.1. Schematic for coupling of finite element method and peridynamics: (a) 

finite element and peridynamic regions; (b) discretization. 

The finite element region is also discretized to construct Eq. (8.3) by using hexahedral 

elements as shown in Fig. 8.1b. In the region of overlap as shown in Fig. 8.1a, both the 

peridynamic and the finite element equations are utilized. In order to achieve the 

appropriate coupling, the discrete peridynamic equation of motion is rewritten as 
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U U FΛ
U U FΛ

 (8.9) 

in which U is a vector that contains displacements at the collocation points, subscript p 

denotes the variables associated with the peridynamic region and single and double 

underscore denotes the variables located outside and inside the overlap region, 

respectively.  Furthermore, the finite element equations are also rewritten as 

1

1

0
0

n n n
f f f

nn n n
f f f

c
−

−

⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪+ = ⎢ ⎥⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬
⎢ ⎥ ⎪ ⎪⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎣ ⎦ ⎩ ⎭⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭

U U FM
U U FM

 (8.10) 

in which subscript f denotes the variables associated with finite element region. The 

solution vector pU representing displacements at the collocation points are expressed in 

terms of the solution vector fU  denoting nodal displacements of finite element 

interpolation functions as 

8
( )

1

e
p i i

i
N

=

= ∑u u  (8.11) 

where iN  are the shape functions given in Appendix B. The vector ( )e
iu  is the ith nodal 

displacements of eth element and it is extracted from the global solution vector, fU . The 

vector pu  represents displacements of a collocation point located inside the eth element. 

Since vector pU  can be computed using Eq. (8.11), the force density vector n
pF  can then 
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be computed by utilizing Eq. (3.18).  Furthermore, the body force densities at the 

collocation points are lumped into the nodes as 

( )

e

e
I e I

V

dV N ρ= ∫f g  (8.12) 

in which ρ  is the mass density of the eth element, g is the body force density and I 

indicates Ith node of the the eth element.  Hence, ( )e
If indicates the external force acting on 

the Ith node.  The body force density is only known at the collocation points.  Fortunately, 

the collocation points are placed by using Gaussian integration technique. This allows the 

numerical evaluation of Eq. (8.12) by using collocation points as integration points for 

the eth element.  Furthermore, n
fF  is constructed by assembling the nodal forces given by 

Eq. (8.12).  Finally, the coupled system of equations can be expressed as 

1n n n
nc −+ =U U M F  (8.13) 

in which U and U  are the first and second time derivatives of the displacements, 

respectively, and they can be expressed as 

{ }Tn n n n
p f f=U U U U  (8.14) 

and 

{ }Tn n n n
p f f=U U U U , (8.15) 
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The matrix M  can be written as 

0 0
0 0
0 0

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

Λ
M M

M
. (8.16) 

The vector F  is given as 

{ }Tn n n n
p f f=F F F F  (8.17) 

As suggested by Underwood (1983), the damping coefficient nc  can be written as 

( )( ) ( )( )12
T Tn n n n n

nc = U K U U U  (8.18) 

in which 1 nK  is the diagonal “local” stiffness matrix can be expressed as, Underwood 

(1983) 

( )1 1 1 2n n n n
ii i ii i ii iK F m F m U− −= − −  (8.19) 

The time integration is performed by utilizing the central-difference explicit integration 

with the time step size of unity as  

( ) [ ]1 2 1 2 12 2 2n n n
n nc c+ − −⎡ ⎤= − + +⎣ ⎦U U M F  (8.20a) 

1 1 2n n n+ += +U U U  (8.20b) 
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However, the integration algorithm given by Eq. (8.20) can not be used to start the 

integration due to unknown velocity field at 1 2t−  but integration can be started by 

assuming that 0 0≠U  and 0 0=U  as 

1 2 1 1 2 2−=U M F  (8.21) 

8.4. Numerical Results 

The present approach is demonstrated by considering a beam subjected to tension and a 

plate with a circular cutout.  The beam under tension is considered to compare the 

displacements of the present coupled analysis, peridynamic theory and finite element 

methods while not allowing for failure to occur.  Damage prediction capability of the 

coupled analysis is then illustrated by considering a plate with a circular cutout. 

8.4.1. Beam Subjected to Tension 

The geometry of a beam having square cross section is described in Fig. 8.2.  The 

material is isotropic with Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 710 psiE =  and 

0.25υ = , respectively.  The beam is divided into two regions which are modeled by 

using finite element method and peridynamic theory as illustrated in Fig. 8.2.  

Furthermore, the lengths of these regions are specified to be 1 5inl =  and 2 5inl =  for the 

finite element and peridynamic regions, respectively.  The beam has a square cross 

section with an edge length of 0.4int =  as shown in Fig. 8.2.  Moreover, the beam is free 

of any displacement constraints and subjected to uniaxial tension of 1600 lb.  Because of 
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the nonlocal nature of peridynamics, the point and surface loads can not be applied 

directly.  Hence, the body force density term in Eq. (2.1) is utilized to act as a uniaxial 

tension.  Rectangular volume at the end of the beam is then subjected to the uniform body 

force density of 52 10×  lb/in3, and its length is chosen to be  0.05 in. h =  as shown in 

Fig. 8.2.  In the case of finite element region, the tensile load is applied as uniform point 

forces on the nodes located at the surface of the beam.  

l1

t
t

h

l2

�

�

�

FEA Peridynamics

 

Figure 8.2. Dimensions and discretization of the beam.  

The three-dimensional model is constructed to obtain steady-state displacement field in 

the beam under uniform tension.  Both finite element and peridynamic regions are 

discretized using cubic subdomains with edge lengths of 0.05Δ =  in as shown in Fig. 

8.2. In order to obtain discrete form of the peridynamic equation of motion, eight 

integration points are then placed into subdomains of the peridynamic region. The 
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parameter defining the internal length,  and the cutoff radius, cr  are chosen to be 0.05 

in and 0.125 in, respectively. 

In order to validate present results, the beam is also modeled using only the peridynamic 

theory and the finite element method.  In the case of finite element model, SOLID45 

brick element of ANSYS is utilized, and the uniaxial tension is applied as surface 

tractions at the end surfaces of the beam.  The comparison of the displacements among 

the present coupled analysis, the peridynamic theory and the finite element method is 

shown in Fig. 8.3.  There is approximately 5% difference among the models using only 

peridynamic theory and finite element method as shown in Fig. 8.3.  Furthermore, the 

peridynamic theory can not capture Poisson’s ratio exactly as explained in Sec.3.7.3. 

Hence, a small jump is observed at the intersection of peridynamic and finite element 

regions.  The contour plot of horizontal displacements is also shown for the coupled 

problem in Fig. 8.4. 
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Figure 8.3. Comparison of horizontal displacements of the beam. 

 

Figure 8.4. Horizontal displacement contour plot of the beam. 
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8.4.2. Plate with a Circular Cutout 

The geometry of the plate with a circular cutout is described in Fig 8.5.  The length and 

width of the plate are specified as 9a =  in and 3b =  in, respectively.  The thickness of 

the plate has a value of 0.2t =  in and the circular cutout has a radius of 0.5inr = .  The 

plate is isotropic with Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 710 psiE =  and 0.25υ = , 

respectively.  Furthermore, the critical stretch, 0s , is assumed to be 0.0025.  The plate is 

partitioned into five regions as shown in Fig. 8.5.  The finite element method is employed 

to model the regions which are labeled 1 in Fig. 8.5 and the length, lf, of these regions is 

specified to be 2.5 in.  The regions labeled as 2 and 3 in Fig. 8.5 are modeled by 

employing peridynamic theory and lengths of these regions are chosen to be lb=0.5 in and 

lp=3 in, respectively.  Because of the expected errors near peridynamic and finite element 

boundaries, and damage is not allowed in the region 2 to avoid premature failure near 

these boundaries.  

The three-dimensional model is constructed by discretizing the domain into subdomains 

as shown in Fig. 8.6.  Subdomains are hexahedron-shaped with the edge lengths of 

approximately 0.05 in.  Hence, the internal length, , and the cutoff radius, cr  are chosen 

to be 0.05 in and 0.125 in, respectively.  Furthermore, integration scheme using eight 

collocation (integration) points is employed for the peridynamic regions.   
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Figure 8.5. Dimensions of plate with circular cutout 

 

Figure 8.6. Discretization of plate with circular cutout 
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The validity of peridynamic predictions are first established in the absence of failure and 

comparing the steady-state displacements against the peridynamic theory and the finite 

element method using ANSYS, a commercially available program.  The plate is subjected 

to uniaxial tension of 6000 lb.  Also, the plate is free of any displacement constraints. 

Both the peridynamic and finite element models are constructed by utilizing the same 

discretization as that of peridynamic model shown in Fig. 8.6.  In the case of the 

peridynamic model, the tensile load is applied through uniform body force over the 

volumes having the length 0.05 in.  Hence, the value of body force corresponds to 

5 32.0 10  lb/in× .  In the case of finite element model, the SOLID45 brick elements of 

ANSYS are utilized to approximate the displacements.  The uniaxial tension is applied 

through surface tractions of 4 21.0 10  lb/in× .  In the case of coupled analysis, the tensile 

load is applied by using uniform point forces at the nodes located at 2x a= ±  and their 

values are determined by dividing applied tension by number of nodes located at 

2x a= ± .   

Figs. 8.7 and 8.8 show the horizontal and vertical displacements along the bottom line of 

the plate, respectively. The comparison of horizontal displacements indicates a close 

agreement as shown in Fig. 8.7.  Although there is also good correlation of the vertical 

displacements obtained from the coupled analysis, peridynamic theory and finite element 

method as shown in Fig. 8.8.  The deviation is more significant for vertical displacements 

than those of horizontal displacements. The vertical displacements from the coupled 

analysis and peridynamic methods are in agreement near the cutout since both methods 
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use peridynamic theory in this region. However, the finite element results display larger 

deviation because the Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 is not exactly satisfied for thin plates as 

explained in Sec. 3.7.3.  For the same reason, a small jump is observed near the boundary 

between regions 1 and 2.  
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Figure 8.7. Horizontal displacements along the bottom line. 
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Figure 8.8. Vertical displacements along the bottom line. 

The plate with a circular cutout is further investigated for failure prediction.  Most 

experiments involving failure are performed under quasi-static conditions. Therefore, it 

may not be practical to solve quasi-static problems using standard explicit time 

integrators because explicit time integrations often require very small time steps limiting 

the total time of the simulation.  Therefore, the adaptive dynamic relaxation is used to 

predict failure.  As explained in Sec. 3.7.4, the loading rate might significantly affect the 

failure patterns since the dynamic problems locally reach higher displacement gradients 

than under quasi-static conditions because of the traveling elastic waves.  

In order to circumvent premature failure due to high local displacement gradients, the 

tensile load is gradually applied by incrementing the displacement at each iteration of 
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adaptive dynamic relaxation with a constant value of 83.125 10−×  in.  These displacement 

boundary conditions are applied on nodes located at 2x a= ± .  Furthermore, the 

resulting damage pattern in peridynamic region is illustrated in Fig. 8.9 as a contour plot 

of local damage given by Eq. (2.25).  As expected, the crack initiates at the cutout near 

which high displacement gradients exist as shown in Fig. 8.9a and the crack then 

propagates towards the edges of the plate as shown in Fig. 8.9b until ultimate failure of 

the plate as shown in Fig. 8.9c. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 8.9. Contour plot of local damage: (a) crack initiation; (b) crack 

propagation; (c) ultimate failure. 
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8.5. Remarks 

Coupling between the peridynamic theory and finite element method is presented to take 

advantage of both methods.  Since the finite element is numerically more efficient than 

the peridynamic theory, the regions without failure is simulated using finite element 

method. Furthermore, the peridynamic theory is utilized for the regions that material 

failure is expected. The coupling is introduced by defining an overlap region. Both 

peridynamic and finite element equations are used within this region.  Furthermore, the 

displacement and velocity fields are determined using finite element equations in the 

overlap region.  These fields are then utilized to compute the body force densities by 

using peridynamic theory.  Finally, these body force densities serve as external forces for 

finite elements in the overlap region. The present approach has been validated by 

considering a beam with a square cross-section and a rectangular plate with a circular 

cutout both under tension.  In the case of the beam, steady state displacements are 

determined for coupled problem and compared against predictions of the peridynamic 

theory and finite element method.  Comparisons indicate very good agreement but a 

small displacement jump is observed at the intersection of peridynamic and finite element 

regions because the peridynamic theory does not exactly satisfy its theoretical Poisson’s 

ratio of 1/4.  In the case of the plate with the cutout, the steady state results show similar 

trends as the beam problem when compared against predictions of peridynamics and 

finite element method.  Furthermore, the failure prediction is performed for the plate with 

the cutout.  As expected, two cracks initiate at the cutout and they propagate with the 

increasing tensile load until ultimate failure of the plate. 
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9. FINAL REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK 

This study introduced a new response function which includes the effect of the thermo-

mechanical loading. The coefficients of this response function are determined by 

comparing the strain energy density of the classical continuum mechanics and the 

corresponding energy of the peridynamic theory. The response function contains all of 

the constitutive information associated with the material. According to this response 

function, the material response is dictated by the bulk modulus, the coefficient of thermal 

expansion, the critical stretch and the internal length.  The bulk modulus and the 

coefficient of thermal expansion have the same meaning as in the case of the classical 

continuum mechanics. Hence, their values can be subtracted from existing experiments 

that are already used for material properties of the classical continuum mechanics. 

On the other hand, the critical stretch is not directly related to any material property of 

the classical continuum mechanics but it can be determined in multiple ways. . Silling 

and Askari (2005) derived an expression in terms of the critical energy release rate for the 

critical stretch. However, their response function does not include a normal distribution 

term.  Hence, their critical stretch expression can not be utilized for the present response 

function but similar expression can easily be derived by following the same steps of 

Silling and Askari (2005). However, their method is not followed herein since the main 

focus of study is the solution of the peridynamic equations. Furthermore, the materials 

used in this study were either generic or lacked experimental measurements for their 

properties.  Another way to determine the critical stretch is the simulation of the double 
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cantilever beam (DCB) experiments (Colavito et al., 2007a,b). In this method, the 

simulation results were directly compared against the experimental measurements and the 

critical stretch was extracted by matching the crack growth lengths of experiments and 

simulations at different opening displacements. Finally, another method can be the use of 

ultimate failure load of the specimens as suggested in Sec. 3.7.4 for the solution of the 

plate having the circular cutout. For this specific problem, it is found that the ultimate 

failure load is linearly dependent on the critical stretch. Hence, the critical stretch can be 

extrapolated after performing two simulations using different critical stretches if the 

ultimate failure load is known experimentally.  

The internal length can certainly be determined with association to some physical 

quantity such as grain size and inter-atomic distance but this is left as future work. 

Alternatively, the internal length is linked to the size of the discretization because the 

accuracy of the numerical volume integration and the computation time for simulations 

are closely related to the internal length. As explained in Sec. 3.7.3, the internal length is 

required to be at least the edge length of the subdomains and the cutoff radius needs to be 

more than 2.5 times the internal length for numerical accuracy of integration scheme 

using eight Gaussian points. In contrast, the computation time reduces rapidly with 

decreasing cutoff radius. Hence, the internal length is chosen to be largest edge length of 

the subdomains for the achievement of the best numerical performance.  

In this study, an efficient numerical algorithm is also presented for the solution of 

peridynamic equations of motion. The method utilizes a collocation scheme similar to 
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that of Silling and Askari (2005). However, the discretization can be constructed by using 

subdomains with arbitrary shapes. Hence, the discretization can be non-uniform in 

contrast to uniform for the algorithm of Silling and Askari (2005). Furthermore, present 

method can utilize more than one collocation points for a subdomain.  In fact, the present 

numerical simulations suggest that one collocation point for a subdomain is not accurate 

for the approximations of the integrals in the peridynamic equations. Furthermore, 

Gaussian integration using eight collation points is found to be sufficient for the problems 

considered in this study.  Main improvements in the numerical efficiency come from the 

utilization of spatial partitioning through uniform grids as arrays of linked lists and 

introduction of the cutoff radius.  In this study, the introduction of cutoff radius is 

possible because the magnitude of the response function rapidly decreases with the 

increasing distance among the material points.  Hence, a uniform grid is overlaid over the 

domain of interest.  The grid size is set to be slightly larger than the cutoff radius and the 

collocation points are assigned to specific grid cells into which their coordinates lie.  As a 

result, the search to retrieve interacting points is improved dramatically since a material 

point interacts with the other points located in the same cell or the neighboring cells.  

During the solution of problems considered in this study, the number of collocation 

points is varied between ten thousands and five millions while the number of time steps 

are ranged between one thousand to one million. Hence, it was necessary for some 

problems to use parallel processing to further reduce the computation time. Parallel 

processing is introduced by dividing the problem domain into subunits which are 

constructed through binary space decomposition. Subunits are then assigned to particular 
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processors by utilizing OpenMP. The main advantage of the binary space decomposition 

is the achievement of good load balancing even if the collocation points are distributed 

non-uniformly over the problem domain or some sections of the problem domain are 

densely populated with collocation points as compared to other sections. 

Moreover, the adaptive dynamic relaxation of Underwood (1983) is extended to include 

peridynamic equations for the problems requiring steady-state or quasi-static solutions. 

The dynamic relaxation takes advantage of the fact that the static solution is the steady-

state part of the transient response of the solution. The steady-state solution is obtained 

with the application of artificial damping to remove transient response. The adaptive 

dynamic relaxation improves the dynamic relaxation by changing the damping coefficient 

to optimal one at each iteration step for faster convergence. The simulations indicated 

very good convergence for static solutions. Furthermore, the standard explicit integration 

schemes necessitate the use of small time steps and it becomes very challenging to solve 

quasi-static problems with them. Hence, it is suggested to use the adaptive dynamic 

relaxation for such problems. Furthermore, this suggestion is also confirmed by the 

numerical solutions. 

In this study, the unidirectional composites are treated as heterogeneous materials 

consisting of stiff fibers embedded into softer matrix material. Hence, the composite 

model included both fiber and matrix materials. Furthermore, these materials are 

approximated to have rectangular cross sections during the discretization. The fiber 

volume fraction and the fiber direction for a lamina are also included in the analysis. 
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Specifically, center-cracked composites are simulated for failure prediction and it is 

found that present approach compares well against experimental results.  

Although the peridynamic theory is very effective for damage prediction, it is 

computationally more expensive than the finite element method.  Hence, the coupling of 

these methods is also presented with the intension of modeling the regions, where 

damage is expected, with peridynamics and the remaining ones with the finite element 

method.  Moreover, this coupling is demonstrated through a variety of problems.  

In conclusion, the peridynamic theory is formulated using the integral equations and the 

derivatives of the displacements do not appear in the formulation. Hence, the 

peridynamic equations are valid everywhere regardless of the existing displacement 

discontinuities. Furthermore, the response function contains all the constitutive 

information associated with the material.  In contrast to material response in the classical 

continuum mechanics, the response function also includes material failure in the 

interaction level. Hence, the external criteria are not needed for crack initiation and 

growth.  In the realm of the peridynamic theory, the damage can initiate and propagate at 

multiple sites with arbitrary paths inside the material. In this study, this feature is 

illustrated through various problems subjected to mechanical and thermal loads. 

Furthermore, the peridynamic theory is shown to be applicable to buckling problems.  

In addition to many advantageous of the peridynamic theory, there remains future work 

to further enhance its application.  For instance, the response function is assumed to be 

pairwise which limits the Poisson’s ratio to be 1/4 in three-dimensions and 1/3 in two-
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dimensions. Furthermore, the Poisson’s ratio is not 1/4 for three-dimensional problems 

having thickness comparable to the cutoff radius. The simulations reveal that the 

Poisson’s ratio is close to 1/3 for very thin plates and it approaches 1/4 with increasing 

plate thickness. As explained in Sec. 3.7.3, this effect is the result of the amounts of the 

material interactions in different directions. If the amounts of interactions are the same in 

x-, y-, and z-directions, the Poisson’s ratio is 1/4. When the amount of interactions in one 

direction is much less than those of other directions, the problem exhibits two-

dimensional characteristics since there is no interaction in the z-direction in two-

dimensions represented only by x and y coordinates. Hence, it is not surprising that the 

Poisson’s ratios for very thin structures approach to 1/3.  This problem could be 

conceivably solved after introducing the Poisson’s effect into the response function 

which can be achieved at least in two different ways. In the first approach, a concept can 

be borrowed from the embedded-atom method (EAM) for molecular dynamics as 

pioneered by Daw and Baskes (1983, 1984). A new equation of motion may be proposed 

in form 

( ) ( )
2

2 , ( , )
R

dV t
t

ρ ′
∂

= + +
∂ ∫ x

u f η ξ g φ b x  (9.1) 

in which g is functional and φ is a vector which in the form of 

( ) ( ), ,
R

dV ′= ∫ xφ η ξ ψ η ξ  (9.2) 
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where ψ  is a pairwise interaction function. It is presently not clear what the explicit 

forms of these new parameters would be.  

The Poisson’s ratio can also be introduced by considering multi-body interactions and the 

simplest approach would be based on only three-body interactions. For this method, the 

peridynamic equation of motion can be modified as 

( ) ( )
2

2 , , , , , , ( , )
R R

dV dV t
t

ρ ′ ′′

⎛ ⎞∂ ′′ ′ ′′ ′= + +⎜ ⎟
∂ ⎝ ⎠

∫ ∫x x
u f η ξ χ u u u x x x b x  (9.3) 

in which χ  is the three-body response function. Comparison of these two methods 

suggests that the determination of the three-body response function, χ , would be easier 

than the parameters appearing in Eqs. (9.1) and (9.2) since the angle among three 

material points can possibly be related to shear stress of the classical continuum 

mechanics.  On the other hand, the computational efficiency of Eq. (9.1) will 

undoubtedly be superior to that of Eq. (9.3) since the method given in Eq. (9.1) utilizes 

pairwise interactions. The limitation on the value of the Poisson’s ratio appears to be a 

significant obstacle for the peridynamic analysis.  

Additionally, the nonlinear material response with respect to stretch as shown in Fig. 9.1 

should be considered for further research. Although it is very tempting to use a material 

response shown in Fig. 9.1 for modeling plasticity, the limitation on the Poisson’s ratio 

raises questions if such material response can really capture plasticity. For instance, 

elastic and perfectly plastic material response requires the Poisson’s ratio to be 1/2 in 
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perfectly plastic region to eliminate the volume change in three-dimensions. If the 

Poisson’s ratio is less than 1/2, the volume of the problem domain would increase 

indefinitely with increasing load which is physically impossible. However, the Poisson’s 

ratio can never be 1/2 with the assumption of pairwise interaction. Therefore, the use of 

pairwise material response similar to the one given in Fig. 9.1 is intentionally avoided in 

this study.  If it is required to use such model, many problems may need to be solved and 

compared against other methods like finite element method to determine ill-effects 

arising from the limitation on the Poisson’s ratio. 
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Figure 9.1. Response function with plastic deformation. 

The investigation of a cohesive material response may also need to be considered because 

the material response, shown in Fig. 2.4, suggests an abrupt material failure when stretch 

reaches to a critical value. Although this model might be perfect for brittle fracture, large 

amounts of energy is suddenly released with the failure of the interaction. Furthermore, 

this sudden energy release is also reflected on the interactions near the failure zones that 

may require the reduction of the time step size of the explicit integration. This reduction 
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is avoided to a large extent by using damping through either adaptive dynamic relaxation 

or Kelvin-Voigt material model. As explained in Sec. 3.6, the adaptive dynamic 

relaxation method is advantageous for time independent problems. However, the artificial 

damping used by this method causes unphysical effects as described in Sec. 2.2.3. In 

contrast, these effects can be eliminated by using Kelvin-Voigt material model. During 

the use of this model, problems are simulated in real time. Hence, this model is 

advantageous for time dependent problems but the time step size is limited by the reason 

of explicit time integration. Although the uses of adaptive dynamic relaxation method or 

Kelvin-Voigt material model reduce the effects of the sudden energy release, the 

cohesive material response might provide even softer transition from undamaged state to 

damaged one. However, the limitation on the Poisson’s ratio might also pose problems as 

in the case of nonlinear material response with plastic deformation. 
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Figure 9.2. Response function with cohesive behavior 
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In the conclusion, it seems that the limitation on the Poisson’s ratio is very critical for 

further advancement of the peridynamic theory. Because of this limitation, material 

response with different loading-unloading curves should be examined carefully before its 

use. All difficulties arising from this limitation may be circumvented by introduction of 

variable Poisson’s ratio.  Hence, the introduction of Poisson’s ratio into the peridynamic 

theory should be primary future work. 
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APPENDIX A. INTEGRATION POINTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS 

For the eth subdomain having hexahedron shape shown in Fig. A1, the volume integration 

of the response function, I , can be written as  

( ) ( )( , ), , ( , ), ( , ), , ,
e

e
V

t t dV t t t′ ′= ∫I u x x f u x u x x x  (A1) 

In order to simplify the integration, the integral given in Eq. (A1) is transformed to local 

coordinate system, ( ), ,p r s  as shown in Fig. A2 by using 

8

1
i i

i
N

=

= ∑x x  (A2) 

in which iN  is the shape functions that can be expressed in terms of local coordinates as 

( )( )( )0 0 0
1 1 1 1
8iN p r s= + + +  (A3) 

in which 0 ip p p= , 0 ir r r=  and 0 is s s=  where ip , ir  and is  represent local coordinates 

at the ith corner of the hexahedron. By utilizing the transformation, the integral given in 

Eq. (A1) can be rewritten as 

( ) ( )
1 1 1

1 1 1

( , ), , ( , ), ( , ), , , ( , , )t t dp dr ds t t t p r s
− − −

′ ′= ∫ ∫ ∫I u x x f u x u x x x J  (A4) 

in which J  is the jacobian matrix which can be written as 

x dp y dp z dp
x dr y dr z dr
x ds y ds z ds

∂ ∂ ∂⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= ∂ ∂ ∂⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂⎣ ⎦

J  (A5) 
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and ( , , )p r sJ  represents the determinant of the jacobian matrix. Finally, the integral 

given in Eq. (A4) can be numerically evaluated by using gaussian integration as 

( ) ( )
1

( , ), , ( , ), ( , ), , ,
eN

j j j
j

t t w t t t
=

= ∑I u x x f u x u x x x  (A6) 

in which jw  is the integration weight given in Eq. (7) that can be computed using 

* ( , , )j j j j jw w p r s= J  (A7) 

in which jp , jr  and js  represent coordinates of the jth gaussian integration point and *
jw  

is the jth integration weight. Present method utilizes different gaussian integration 

schemes having different number of integration points as given in Table 1. For instance, 

these points and their weights are 1 3jp = ± , 1 3jr = ± , 1 3js = ±  and * 1jw =  for 

integration using eight points. 
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Figure A1. Hexahedron subdomain. 
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Figure A2. The cube representing hexahedron subdomain after coordinate 

transformation. 
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APPENDIX B. FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 

This study uses linear hexahedral elements utilizing isoparametric displacement 

formulation as shown in Figs. A1 and A2. The element has six faces and these faces are, 

in general, warped quadrilaterals that have local coordinates 1p = ± , 1r = ±  and 1s = ±  

as shown in Fig. A2. Also, by definition for the isoparametric element, position x in 

global coordinate system (x, y, z) can be expressed within the element as 

8

1
i i

i
N

=

= ∑x x  (B1) 

in which iN  is the shape functions that can be expressed in terms of local coordinates as 

( )( )( )0 0 0
1 1 1 1
8iN p r s= + + +  (B2) 

in which 0 ip p p= , 0 ir r r=  and 0 is s s=  where ip , ir  and is  represent local coordinates 

at the ith corner of the hexahedron. As described by Zienkiewicz (1977), the element 

stiffness matrix can be written as 

( )

( )

e

e T

V

dV= ∫k B DB  (B3) 

in which D is 6x6 matrix of elastic constants and it can be expressed as 
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1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 2 0 0(1 )(1 2 )
0 0 0 0 1 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 2

E

υ υ υ
υ υ υ
υ υ υ

υυ υ
υ

υ

−⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥−

= ⎢ ⎥−+ − ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥−
⎢ ⎥

−⎣ ⎦

D . (B4) 

where E and υ  denotes elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the material. The matrix B 

relates nodal displacements to the element strains as 

( ) ( )e e=ε Bu  (B5) 

where ( )eu  is 24x1 array of nodal displacements which can be expressed as 

{ }( )
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 8, , , , , , ,..., Te u v w u v w u w=u  (B6) 

in which u, v and w represents displacement components in x, y and z directions, 

respectively and the subscripts indicates the local node numbers. The element strains ε  is 

a 6x1 array that can be written as 

xx

yy

zz

xy

xz

yz

u x
v y
w z

u y v x
u z w x
v z w y

ε
ε
ε
γ
γ
γ

∂ ∂⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪∂ ∂⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪∂ ∂⎪ ⎪= =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪

∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪ ⎩ ⎭⎩ ⎭

ε  (B7) 
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The matrix B in the relation ( )e=ε Bu  is given by the product of rectangular matrices in 

the following three equations as 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

u x
u y
u z
v x
v y
v z
w x
w y
w z

∂ ∂⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎡ ⎤
⎪ ⎪∂ ∂⎢ ⎥
⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ⎪ ⎪= ∂ ∂⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥
⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥
∂ ∂⎪ ⎪⎢ ⎥

⎣ ⎦ ⎪ ⎪∂ ∂⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪∂ ∂⎩ ⎭

ε  (B8) 

1

1

1

u x u p
u y u r
u z u s
v x v p
v y v r
v z v s
w x w p
w y w r
w z w s

−

−

−

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
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J 0 0
0 J 0
0 0 J

 (B9) 
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in which J is 3x3 jacobian matrix and it can be written as 

x p y p z p
x r y r z r
x s y s z s

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂⎣ ⎦

J  (B11) 

Finally, the volume integral appearing in stiffness matrix is evaluated using numerical 

integration as 

( )
1 1 1 8

( )

11 1 1 , ,j j j

e T T
j

j p r s

dp dr ds w
=− − −

= =∑∫ ∫ ∫k B CB J B CB J  

in which jp , jr  and js  represent coordinates of the jth gaussian integration point, jw  is 

the jth integration weight, and J  indicates the determinant of the jacobian matrix given 

by Eq. (B11). Present method utilizes gaussian integration scheme using eight integration 

points. These points and their weights are 1 3jp = ± , 1 3jr = ± , 1 3js = ±  and 

1jw =  for integration using eight points.  
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